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Abstract

This Master’s thesis studies how the technologies of today could be developed to better
support education. An analysis is conducted of digital learning tools on the educational
technology market. Based on this analysis a conclusion is made that while many other digital
tools for education are well suited for their use, only a few computers are designed purely
for students. While students in higher education do draw benefits of using standard laptops
and computers in their study work, the students in primary and secondary education should
be provided with special learning computers. Therefore a conceptual design is presented for
a mobile student computer that helps the students focus on school work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

New technological innovations are introduced on daily basis in the industrial countries.
People own several computing devices and handle digital data with ease in their everyday
lives, no matter if it is a question of communication, shopping or banking. Our children
are using many technical applications - video games, computers, dvd-players - on their own.
Because they have grown up in an environment of different explicit and implicit computers
and learned this to be the standard, they are far more adapted to the new technologies
than their parents. Most of the schools do have computer labs and are trying to adapt to
these new standards, but the problem seems to be adapting the existing computers to the
educational frames. These devices, with multiple functions designed for home and office,
can distract the students from the school work. In the role of a tool for school work, the
student computer should help the student to focus on just that: school work.

The trend towards increase in digital educational material and web based learning appli-
cations escalates the demand for a mobile and personal computing device for each student.
Namely, students rarely have enough time reserved for each person to work on the shared
resources at school, and not all families have computers at home. At the same time the
public schools are struggling with their budgets, and expensive standard laptop for each
student is barely a solution.

This degree project report charts the problem space of student computers, and suggests a
concept. First it introduces the state of educational technology, and revises the educational
technology tools available today in the light of possible effects to the quality of education.
Next follows a short introduction of learning theories, the principles of good interaction
design, and how they map together. Finally, a conceptual model for a student computer,
specifically designed for school work, is introduced.

1.1 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 - Problem description

This chapter introduces this Masters thesis project and displays its disposition in the field
of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and Learning.

Chapter 3 - Digital learning tools

The third chapter describes some educational technologies that are already used daily in
some classrooms.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 4 - Interaction design for better learning experience

This chapter gives an introduction to the major learning theorems, analyses the activi-
ties involved in studying and defines some interaction design concepts and requirements to
designing tools for learning.

Chapter 5 - Student computer concept

The fifth chapter describes the design process and introduces the conceptual model for
student computer: the School Work Computer (SWC)

Chapter 6 - Discussion

Chapter 7 - Conclusions

1.2 Interactive Institute Ume̊a

Interactive Institute Ume̊a is a design research group focusing on experimental interaction
design, primarily for use in industrial environments. They work with extreme users, extreme
environments, and extreme interactions. The studio has strong ties to the lively and creative
interaction design and human-computer interaction environment at Ume̊a University, Swe-
den. Interactive Institute Ume̊a is funded by Swedish ICT Research AB, Ume̊a University,
ABB Corporate Research, Vinnova, and Process IT Innovations. The research is primarily
intended to impact the Interaction Design (IxD) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
communities.

The work is prototype-oriented - i.e. the projects involve designing and building new,
innovative technologies that work. Current work includes seamless interaction between mo-
bile and stationary devices, new kinds of indoor location awareness techniques, multimodal
interaction using the touch sense, and an array of different multi-touch surfaces, interaction
styles, and applications.



Chapter 2

Problem description

This chapter introduces the reasons behind this study, as well as how it was conducted.
Some important factors in the research field of educational technology are also introduced.

2.1 Background

Lately, the education sector is going through a considerable transition. The available tech-
nology has always influenced the way we handle information - from clay tablets of the early
Mesopotamian school thousands of years ago to the powerpoint lectures of today. The differ-
ence, compared with earlier utilization of a technology in education, is that these tools were
not education specific, and therefore their creeping into educational settings was not seen
as revolutionary, but as a part of the general technological development. Today, after this
gradual infiltration, technologies developed specially for education are introduced. Instead
of having a computer class in the school to accommodate the need for students to learn
the basics of computer usage in order to cope with the high-technological society, this very
technology is now expected to penetrate all aspects of learning. Pens and papers are to be
forgotten about, as multiplication can be learned through interactive exercises online, using
a computer.

While the context of learning is changing, the ways of learning are going to follow suit.
Learning and the institution of school has always done that, evolved along with the current
technology and the requirements of the society. Although once a practise of reciting and
memorizing word by word, and today a practise of creating our knowledge from the flood
of information available, learning is a ”function of the mediating tools we are familiar with”
[3]. Säljö describes the modern learning the following way:

”to learn something is to be able [to] convert information stored in the expanding
external symbolic storages of our social memory into something that is new,
interesting and consequential for a practice or an issue”

Modern technology can be a valuable tool in this process, giving the learner the power
of computing and communication to engage, explore and access the right resources at the
right time. The learners of today are facing a world more complex than ever before, and
therefore education must rise to the challenge. Education must portray to students the
great multiplicity of life and its different dependencies, that are so central to this complex
environment. Students should also be equipped to be open and have the abilities to observe
the complex issues from different perspectives [4].

3



4 Chapter 2. Problem description

The experts and proponents of educational technology are explaining the minimal effects
[5] so far recorded in the learning outcomes with long start-up times for the new tools. The
real problem might be in the tool, which does not embrace the full potential of a learning
tool. Just any computer with educational software will not do. The design must start from
the needs of the user: the student, and of the activities it is supposed to support.

2.2 Problem statement

What kind of technology is used to support education? Why are the tools not sufficient, and
what kind of improvements are needed? The digital educational tools should be analysed
and the reason for their failure in delivering no significant change to the learning outcomes
must be studied.

While the hardware of some existing study computers is customised to learning, there
are few computers with an operative system that is especially designed for school work.
Students who use computers at school use lecture time for leisure activities just because
they can. A tool that does not guide the user to correct use, can not provide good results.
In this case the use is learning and attending to school work.

2.3 Goals

As the practical part of this degree project a study computer is designed, such that supports
learning activities and guides the attention of the student to these learning activities. The
design of such a tool starts with understanding the purpose of the use and the needs of the
user. The goal of this study is to establish the problem space, decipher the shortcomings of
the existing products and build a foundation on which better tools can be built.

ICT has an essential role to play among learning tools, of which this study is aimed to
highlight, as well as to find prerequisites for its improvements.

2.4 Methods

This degree project originated from the author’s interest in finding an application for elec-
tronic paper displays. After some research, electronic textbooks and digital learning tools
took the main focus, and from that background research the idea of special student computer
began to form.

The visit to BETT Show in London, UK, in January 2010 (see following section 2.5.1
BETT Show 2010) with the new information and ideas gathered, inspired to a study of
the educational technology market. A further literature study was conducted on ICT and
education, digital learning tools and learning theories. The design process for the School
Work Computer (SWC) concept was carried along a study of interaction design concepts.
A mock-up prototype was built in Adobe Flash environment in order to present the concept
for a focus group of high school students. The feedback from the focus group session was
integrated into the conceptual model and fuelled the conclusions presented in Chapter 7.

2.4.1 BETT Show 2010 - trends of education technology market

The British Education and Training Technology exhibition, BETT Show is the largest an-
nual educational technology event in the world. As a part of the background research, I
visited the event in January 2010 in London, UK. The purpose of this visit was to get a
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general impression about the supply of different products and services, collect information
about educational technology and the governmental/independent agencies promoting the
integration of technology and education.

Based on the enthusiastic atmosphere and wide supply of products, services and seminars
at the BETT Show, it can be confirmed that the digitalization of schools is real and it is
happening right now. An overwhelming number of hardware, software and service providers
were present from all over the world. The same can be said about the visitors: teachers,
school administrators, members of educational governmental bodies from various countries
along with other interested parties. The two main trends to be noted were virtual learning
platforms and interactive whiteboards. Another popular product was different kinds of
digital educational content resources, such as applications tailored to satisfy specific subject
syllabus requirements. Many of them were according to the British curriculum, reflecting
the fact that the majority of the visitors were from the hosting country. Because this is an
emerging market, especially on the software and platform side the competition is fierce, and
each company wants to be the one setting the standard.

On the hardware side of things the message was clear, thin clients is the way to go,
both for mobile and stationary student computers. Various companies were offering to
reduce the schools’ existing desktop computers to thin, virtual or zero clients as a part of
armouring them to the new digital needs, in order to deliver efficient, centrally managed and
safe student computing solutions. A range of mobile solutions were present as well. While
hardware for different special tasks connected to school work was available - for example
digital microscopes for biology class, and special reading and spelling devices to support the
learning of reading and writing - computers specially tailored for school work were scarce.

Other products and services on display were information security systems, classroom
control and management solutions for teachers, power supply solutions, administration sys-
tems as well as communication systems between the school and parents. A special section
was dedicated to students with special needs: software to help read with dyslexia, support
tools for the disabled, visually or hearing impaired, to name a few.

Aside for the exhibitions of products and services, BETT Show offered a range of semi-
nars about technologies, education and the integration of the two. These were mainly aimed
at teachers or school administrators, but gave an interesting insight to anyone interested.

2.5 Related work

The transition taking place in the field of education has not gone unnoticed nor has it
emerged out of thin air. Great amounts of research is done in the field of educational
technology, and below are presented some larger factors in the game - Becta and Futurelab
- which both are doing valuable research in their specific roles. The third example - the
E-book group - is a research group that was functional a while ago but which pioneered in
the studies of use and design of digital textbooks, and whose material was a great inspiration
to this degree project.

Becta

Becta is a British government agency that leads the process and provides support for the
schools throughout the nation to use technology effectively and innovatively in all learning.
They have produced several studies of the state of British education system and the role
of technology, as well as about emerging technologies and predicting their uses in future
education. One very important part of Becta’s work is to study the impact of use of
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technology in education. Each year or two they try to map the scale in which different
technologies are used in education, as well as the impact of these technologies. Becta also
gives recommendations to the industry about the design of digital learning devices.

By 2009, two key technologies were introduced across the UK schools: interactive white-
boards and learning platforms. Becta’s studies show that after a start up period, the inte-
gration of technology in teaching has resulted in a slight increase of grades for most student
groups [5]. The report ”Harnessing Technology - emerging technology trends, March 2009”
[6], mentions the continuation in increase of use of netbooks, and that a growing number
of especially higher education students are using their personal laptops as study tools. The
research team considers the netbook, being powerful but still cheaper than normal laptops,
to be an attractive option for schools, that are adapting to thin client technology.

Becta has given the following recommendations of what should be considered in the
design of digital learning tools [7]:

– offering clear benefits over non-ICT resources

– providing appropriate educational stimulus and feedback

– offering tasks that challenge targeted learners appropriately

– enabling collaborative work, where appropriate

– enabling practitioners to exploit, adapt and differentiate resources to meet specific
needs

– supporting learners in selecting their own route through the digital learning resource,
where appropriate

– supporting the user in customising the resource

– using an appropriate mix of media for the learning objective (for example graphics,
animation, photographs, video, sound) to engage the learner with the educational
purposes

– providing record-keeping facilities for the practitioner and learner, where appropriate

– taking advantage of any specific opportunities offered by the platform used (for exam-
ple PDA, tablet PC, mobile).

Futurelab

Futurelab is a British non-profit organisation committed to finding ways to pursue the tech-
nological innovations in a way that makes teaching and learning relevant and engaging for the
21st century. They are an impartial body that gives recommendations to educational insti-
tutions and government departments. Futurelab’s research includes areas such as curriculum
innovation, learning spaces and building capital programmes, promoting educational equal-
ity, health and well-being, play and computer games, adult and family learning, assessment
and digital literacy and participation.

Whereas the work of Becta is mainly to keep up with educational technology, make
recommendations and track its results, Futurelab aims to find more innovative ways of
learning, new innovative tools for learning and studies the change that is happening isn
ways of learning. The work of these two units do overlap at times, but they are independent
of each other. Futurelab’s work is funded by a consortium of individuals, large corporations,
practising teachers, Government bodies, academics and venture capitalists.
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E-book group

E-Book group has been studying the use of electronic books in higher education, the strate-
gies to market them and the costs of publishing. The group was formed by Monica Landoni
and Norshuhada Shiratuddin at Strathclyde University in Glasgow, UK, and has been ac-
tive since 1993. At the moment, the group is on hold, due to the member’s new posts in
other universities and different subjects. The niche of the group has been to study all kinds
of electronic books, their design, construction and use, varying from software to hardware
format, reference books, textbooks and fiction.
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Chapter 3

Digital learning tools

Digital learning tools here refer to any software/hardware that are used for learning. The
idea with digital learning tools is that they enhance the learning experience for the student,
the use of technology is natural and does not steal attention from the learning task. This
chapter introduces some of the tools and concepts that are popular in classroom use today
and discusses some risks.

3.1 Classrooms and educational technology market

Education according to the modern school system implies various different activities depend-
ing on the subject. For most of them, a computational support exists. In the developed
countries, nearly all the students today - no matter the education stage - are comfortable
using computers as tools for general tasks, such as writing reports and assignments with
text editors, searching the internet for information resources, and making presentations on
slide show software. In the chemistry lab different measurement devices are used as tools
for analysing subtracts, complex microscopes in biology lab display for students the build-
ing blocks of life, and specific software exists for enhancing chemistry lectures and enable
experiments that otherwise would be hard or impossible to conduct in class.

Can we support all the subjects with technology? What about subjects that by definition
are physical? In this category we have at least art and physical education (PE). How can we
support aesthetic subjects such as visual art lectures with machines? The discussion about
the degree to which the creation of art should be conducted by hand or by computer is left
for the experts. However, for documenting the artwork digital storage is very useful, and
computing can enhance the learning experience greatly when studying about art or exploring
different techniques. And when it comes to PE and sports, the case is similar. Although PE
is, and should be kept just that: physical activity, where the students get physical exercise,
there are softwares for logging, tracing, analysing and re-playing the performance. Again,
the debate if strict judging and tracing tools should be used in school sports classes, is left to
the experts. The bottom line is, that tools to support most of the subjects with technology
and computing do exist. Their use, however, is viable only if they improve the quality of
education.

In some cases technology can be indispensable and make a great difference. Special
technologies can help students with disabilities to get the same chance to attend and learn
as the ’normal’ students. For example, with the help of computers, the hearing impaired
get support for study with their other senses than hearing. And the same applies to visually

9



10 Chapter 3. Digital learning tools

impaired, as they with the help of text-to-speech functions can access visual information
much like any other person, but through another medium.

As students - alike any young people today - have the tendency of being tech savvy, and
research shows technology is a motivation factor for their learning, one of the greatest bar-
riers for adapting technology into education can be considered to be teachers [8]. According
to Groff and Mouza, teachers have an important role to determine if the technology is used
efficiently, or at all. More important than their previous skills with IT, is their attitude
towards technology and willingness to confront their personal pedagogical beliefs, which are
pivotal in the process of succeeding in integrating technology into teaching and learning.
Results from the UK suggest, however, that the atmosphere among teachers seems to be
very accepting towards technology. Smith et al. recite that especially on the secondary level
education, teachers agree that ICT has a positive impact on engaging learners. They report
that the feedback they got from the teachers indicates that many of them acknowledge that
ICT is a good tool and enables them to better help their students with their individual
needs [9].

Instead of blaming teachers for being reluctant to change their ways of working, it is
central to offer the right tools for this change. Therefore it is crucial that the technology
aimed at education is designed to support the modern pedagogics and ways of teaching,
instead of accustoming pedagogics to technology. At the moment the educational technology
market is blooming, while schools are perplexed with the different choices and in what
to invest their minimal funds. For example, interactive whiteboards are turning into the
new ”powerpoint” and interactive learning programs are removing the need for a textbook.
Students are suggested to be offered personal laptops. The scale of this development can be
grasped in the news from 2008, when Portuguese government bought 500 000 laptops for
their schools within the Magellan Initiative [10].

Another example is the South Korean Digital Textbook Project, that aims to make South
Korea the leading country of future education. They are building EDUNET, a nationwide
education information service, which functions as a central storage for all the educative
material. Through EDUNET and by the means of digitalizing all education material each
school, no matter the budget, will gain access to the the same learning material. According
to Woo-Hong Jeon - the Director of e-Learning Support Division of Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology - digital textbooks can efficiently help diminish the gap between
the private and the public schools [11]. In the long run, digitalizing allows the same quality
material to be used by both sectors for less price than the current. This both reduces the
cost for private education and enables the public education to keep a high standard. Jeon
punctuates the importance of working with open source platforms from the beginning in
order to keep the costs manageable and not monopolised by big software companies as has
been seen with other software in the past. For the same reasons, the creation of open source
contents and study material is encouraged.

3.2 Software for education

3.2.1 Learning platforms

A learning platform is a collection of interoperable and integrated online services that gather
communication, administration and digital education tools in one place, even if it need not
be a single product nor even all from one supplier. Some forms of learning platforms have
been used at tertiary education institutes for quite some years now, but are as of late also
spreading to primary and secondary schools. The platforms are mainly web based, and most
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of the service providers let the client (i.e. the school) choose the modules of the service they
need and build the platform according to their specific needs. Different services that can
be part of the solution include tools for content management, curriculum mapping and
planning, learner engagement and administration alongside other tools and services [12].

Some examples of portals that gather most of these functions in one service are Fronter
and Frog learning platforms. Another example, Moodle is an open source variant, that is
used especially in universities.

3.2.2 Digital textbooks

The digital textbook or e-textbook is still quite an open concept, but generally it refers to a
textbook that is in digital form. However, there is no point in reinventing the wheel; it is not
enough to just digitalize the contents of a paper textbook, but first after the contents are
interactive, the digital textbook starts to fill its true potential. Because of the very definition
of the digital character, it should be dynamic in contents. Ashley Surdin, a journalist of
Washington Post, describes it in the following way [13]:

Also known as a flexbook because of its adaptability, a digital textbook can
be downloaded, projected and printed, and can range from simple text to a
Web-based curriculum embedded with multimedia and links to Internet content.
Some versions must be purchased; others are ”open source” – free and available
online to anyone.

Surdin’s ”flexbook” is a good name, as it reflects the diversity of both the form and the
contents of a digital textbook. Ideally a digital textbook combines factual information with
interactive components that enhance the learning.

While the concept of digital textbook still is very vague and not strictly defined, even
digital versions of physical textbooks are considered under this category. It might be ques-
tioned if there really is a future for textbooks, especially in the cases they are only digital
copies of their predecessors. A lot of the new learning software can hardly be called a book
of any kind, no matter which prefix implying interactivity or digitality is added to their
names. In many subjects the textbook has already a diminishing role as the use of practical
examples, laborations and custom made online resources are taking over. The existence of
digital .pdf-versions of physical textbooks, is not helping to convince educators of the poten-
tial of this technology. But it is this very potential that can save the concept of textbooks
as learning tools, claims McFall. The potential being the forming of digital textbooks into
a ”guide by the side” for the students [14], and utilizing all interactivity enabled by the
digital nature and connectivity.

What is needed might be including wikis in this category, as they are similar to enhanced
and digitized books. Wikis have the traditional and partly hierarchical structure of chapters,
but which are hyperlinked and do offer direct links to external material in online use. They
can contain all kinds of media from text and pictures to video and sound. Also wikis are
dynamic and interactive, which means that the users get to expand them and correct them
if needed. This is probably a reason why many teachers have embraced the idea of using
and creating wikis as a part of their course work.

In general, no special hardware for digital textbooks exist, but depending on their format,
they can be run on digital reader devices or personal computers. Because digital readers are
still quite uncommon, the use is mainly on personal computers. This makes the trouble with
digital textbooks today two-dimensional: many of the textbooks are constructed according
to the limitations of their paper predecessors but also run on devices that are primarily not
designed for reading.
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3.2.3 Learning applications and educative software

All the digital learning systems and material can not be categorized under the term digi-
tal textbooks. Many companies produce purely web based learning portals, or education
software, that in forms of games, experiments, exercises, or wikis are created for education
purposes. Different subjects pose different kind of requirements for the contents, and for
each basic subject there are a variety of applications and software packages available.

While digitalizing education and introducing educative software and applications for
functions previously fulfilled by textbooks and exercise books, some of the large publish-
ing houses have caught on the trend very quickly. For example Pearson International has
launched a web store, Pearson International Gateway, that supplies educators with appli-
cations and software packages directly mapped to specific items in the national curriculum.
They have solutions for the slightly differing curriculums and language requirements of var-
ious countries. A teacher can test and explore the products online, purchase the preferred
modules and in this way tailor the teaching according to the needs of the specific class.
According to Becta, many schools are already implementing this technology.

An example of technology enhanced education that has been utilized for quite some time
already, is in language studies. Most schools have language studios with high-tech audio
resources to facilitate listening, practising and recording pronunciation and language pro-
duction for exercise and assessment purposes. Also language courses often utilize interactive
resources such as online quizzes and exercises, where the student gets the feedback about
the task instantly.

It is interesting that language studies have adopted the use of interactive resources so
readily, while other subjects are far behind. Almost any other subject could utilize similar
resources, with a change of contents, that is. The reason might be the fact that language
studies are a big business outside the regular education, and therefore the resources for
developing tools as well as the approach to it has been more commercially driven.

3.2.4 Use of multimedia in education

Multimedia is a common tool in today’s lectures. Teachers visualize concepts with videos,
sounds and interactive examples. Students are making video presentations and video tuto-
rials are widely used especially in higher education. Podcasts and YouTube clips are easy to
embed on websites and include today a sea of information applicable even in educational use.
Video tutorials are instructional films that can be run besides actually using the software:
this allows for following the example in real-time. For example in e-learning and courses
teaching graphical software tools, screen video capture films are very popular. An instruc-
tor records a video of what happens in his/her screen along with an audio commentary,
while she/he performs a task. This is very helpful for the student, as it is possible to follow
the instructions, take breaks, rewind and fast forward according to the student’s personal
learning needs.

Learning complex or abstract concepts can be very tedious especially for the young
ones. Rogers and Scaife explore the reasons to why learning these things is easier with the
help of multimedia. When an abstract concept is presented and visualized in alternative
ways, the learner can create a better understanding by dynamically linking these different
presentations of the same context together. They call this dynalinking [15].
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3.3 Hardware for education

3.3.1 Laptops and tablet laptops

The hardware that students use in schools today is mainly desktop computers in specific
computer labs, but laptops are starting to invade the school environments. There is a
shortage of purpose built laptops for students, while most of the hardware producers offer
their standard laptop or notebook models for education. As an upside, a standard laptop
is obviously a lot more than an educational tool, and therefore the user can deal with one
device both in and outside school work and activities. The downside is that all the things
not school related might be a distraction factor for the school work [16], and the excess
computing power as well as extra features increases the price of the product in an undesired
manner.

Many higher education institutions around the world have a laptop program [17], which
means that they either lease a set of computers for the students to pay rent for or order
a mass-delivery of computers for the students to pay for themselves at a discounted rate.
Many students already own a computer or laptop when they reach higher education, and
use this resource independently for their studies as well as for leisure activities. While these
older students who have individually chosen to continue studying might be responsible
enough to divide the computer use to free time and school work in an appropriate matter,
the younger students of elementary school might have more trouble in this discipline. The
elementary and secondary education institutions tend to have smaller budgets, them being
often public government units, and their primary goal with laptops is to provide a learning
tool. Therefore the need for custom designed study laptops is growing.

The benefits of providing each student with a personal laptop are many. Especially
in higher education, according to Efaw et al, the use of personal laptops enhances the
lecture experience and motivates the students to participate and learn better than without.
Although measured positive effects of digital learning tools are few, Efaw’s group is able to
present some. In a comparison study they conducted between classes with laptops integrated
into syllabus and control groups, the grades of students with laptops were significantly higher
in all six tests they took [16].

Only a few companies have designed special computers for students, Intel being one of
them. Their Learning series contains such products, a line of netbook laptops that are power
efficient, rugged and support collaboration. The Classmate PC laptop is a small lightweight
netbook, with a screen that swivels around 180 degrees to turn into a touch screen tablet
with stylus. The rugged design allows dropping from small heights and the keyboard is
water-resistant, which is essential when the target users are elementary school students.
The performance and processing power are slightly stripped in the spirit of netbook, when
compared to the standard laptops. This is a way of making the computer more cost ef-
ficient, but also understandable as most of the programs and applications used for study
related activities are relatively light. What is more important is the easy connectivity and
different interaction modes: keyboard, track-pad mouse navigation, touch and stylus [18].
The Magellan Initiative, mentioned in Section 3.1, utilizes a Classmate PC, which is a very
affordable computer.

Classmate PC runs a Microsoft Windows 7 operative system, a version that is stripped
off and customised for education use, but still reflects the design of the standard operative
system. The features that cause problems with standard laptops - constant access to internet
and leisure applications - are present in this ’customised’ version. They might boast with
high class learning software, but as long as the operative system is not customized for
classroom use, there will be students playing games and leisure browsing internet while they
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should be engaged in the teaching.
The only laptop purely designed from the beginning to the end for education is the One

Laptop Per Child (OLPC) organization’s XO [19]. It was designed as the ’hundred dollar
computer’, to show that good technology does not have to be unattainable for the largest
amount of students in the world. The aim of OLPC is to provide the children of developing
countries with access to information and means of learning themselves and teaching each
other. Their XO combines low cost, low-power electronics, mesh networking, rugged design
and a sunlight-readable screen with a custom made graphical user interface called Sugar,
that aims to ”explore naturalistic concepts related to learning, openness, and collaboration”
[20].

In mid 2009 the price of Classmate PC and OX differed only about US$ 50, due to the
price of the hundred dollar computer being still double of its target price [20]. According
to Kraemer et al. the OX has also had trouble living up to the expectations, with problems
including ”buggy input devices, connectivity, software functionality and teacher training”.
Other sources (e.g. [21]) list also some problems but claim that the positive effects of using
the XO in the schools easily out-weight these bugs. According to a study by Hourcade et al.
in rural Uruguay, the use of XO has for example increased the students interest in reading
and writing. The OX is designed specially for education, but for education in challenging
and resource poor environments, and therefore the design might not be the optimal for a
classroom in the developed countries, where power supply and connectivity are guaranteed.
Still, valuable lessons can be learned from the approach of the OLPC organization to truly
create a product for the users, and from the fact that they managed to lead the way for
even other manufacturers to start thinking about low-cost netbook markets.

Following this wave of digitalizing schools and education material, the greatest advantage
of the laptop is that it can be the container for all the study material. Students do not need
to carry around books, pencils and calculators. The laptop can finally be the key factor
ridding the teacher from hearing the perpetual explanation ”my dog ate my papers” when a
student can not produce yesterday’s homework. A laptop is mobile and compact, allowing
for working inside and outside school (e.g. field trips) with the same equipment.

3.3.2 Tablet PC’s

Tablet PCs can be anything from netbooks to fully functional small PCs, but what makes
them special is that their displays are simultanously their main input channels. Tablet PCs
come with touch screens or stylus, and some with both. No physical keyboard is needed,
although some manufacturers have laptop tablets with physical keyboards. When the output
surface is the input surface, the interaction is very straight forward, direct manipulation of
virtual objects on the screen. This mode of interaction is very intuitive even for small
children, as there is no external mapping tasks to do between the physical and virtual
objects, like there is with the traditional mouse interaction.

While it was Microsoft in the beginning of the new millenium that introduced Tablet PC
technology [22], and entered the market with a fully functional laptop PC with hand-writing
and sound recognition capabilities on it’s tablet screen, the true shaker with tablet field was
Apple who released iPad ten years later, in January 2010. iPad is a touchscreen slate-model
tablet computer aimed to be used as a netbook and a reader for digital magazines and
e-books [23]. Apple’s revolutionary touch technology and operative system structure that
was introduced earlier with iPod, has been a considerable trendsetter in the business, and
therefore iPad was received with great expectations.

The iPad, that is designed as a web-surfing and reading device, has a great readability
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of the screen. This fact is advantageous especially for higher education students, who have
massive amounts of reading to do. The input modes offered are touch and virtual keyboard,
but no stylus, which excludes hand-writing input. Although it has some clear advantages for
reading, the limitations of the input, the non-rugged design, and the high price especially,
makes iPad unrealistic for classroom use.

3.3.3 E-book readers

E-readers were created as a display device to read electronic books on. They have a big
screen and some physical or virtual buttons for navigation. Some of them have even virtual
or physical keyboards, and others use stylus navigation. Some readers support note making,
and browsing internet, while others are limited in functionality to display files uploaded to
the memory of the device.

A clear advantage e-book readers have over physical books is the memory capacity that
enables a device the size of one pocket novel to contain a whole library worth of book pages.
Another advantage of this technology is in the reading friendliness of the display, compared
to normal laptop displays. The readers are designed to be used exactly for reading, which
means that the display technologies are easy on the eye as well as power efficient in long
hours of reading. Although there are a couple of liquid crystal display (LCD) readers, the
majority uses E-Ink Vizplex electronic paper display [24], which makes the market very
homogenous. The devices are very similar to each other even by appearance, mostly being
rectangular with a big display covering most of the surface.

One suggestion is to use e-readers as ’containers’ for e-books, and instead of computerize
all the education activities, solely solving the problem of carrying and accessing books.
According to Becta’s report e-readers could be a greener and also a cheaper solution to
the student hardware problem [6]. They also state that these devices might be good for
supporting students with special needs, for example the blind and partially sighted would
benefit of the TextToSpeech feature and the capability to manipulate the font size.

Electronic paper

Electronic paper, or e-paper, is a display technology where the bulky traditional display
is replaced by a thin film that contains tiny particles that act as pixels. Only a minimal
electric charge is needed to change the arrangement of these pixels. The greatest difference
to traditional computer screens is that while other display technologies require constant
refreshing of the screen to keep the pixels visible, an e-paper display is static in the sense
that once charged, the display stays unchanged until the next electric charge. While reading
a book, the the screen is updated only when changing page, which saves both power as well
as eyes of the viewer, as the non-stop flashing of the display can be counted out. Due to the
construction of e-paper on a thin polymer sheet, it can also be bendable and flexible.

The flexibility of the display has inspired many visions of sheets of e-paper being used
in much the way we use paper sheets today: to carry information and reminders, folded in
our pockets, rolled out when needed and taking virtually no space but with the difference
that whereas the contents on physical paper are static and often non-erazable (at least
without wearing out the sheet), the e-paper sheet would be dynamic and reusable. It could
for example act as an extension/replacement display for another computing device the user
carries around. Although the future prognosis declare that electrical devices will re-charge
themselves and processors will be the size of an atom, this is still far from the reality of
e-paper products today. At the moment the e-paper displays are mostly used for digital
reader devices, but also dynamic advertisements or price tags.
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The display is traditionally the most expensive component of a laptop computer, and
therefore this cheap plastic based technology has currently been a hot field of study. The
products on market now hav received some critique due to their relatively slow page load,
but new e-paper technologies such as electrowetting [25, 26] and some new e-paper -like
LCD technologies are studied. For example Pixel Qi is producing dual mode LCD displays
with e-paper mode on laptop computers. As a hybrid from both of the worlds, it combines
the low power consumption and readability of e-paper display into the high prestanda of a
regular LCD display [27].

Feasibility of e-readers in education

The real question is if there is a point in having a special device to carry the digital textbooks
in, as there seems to be little argument for sticking to the concept of digital textbook as a
separate tool for education. While more and more educational material comes in the form
of tailor made software exercises and wiki’s of all kinds, the digital textbook is no more than
a digital pdf-copy of its physical ancestor. Therefore carrying a specific device to store and
read these books is not plausible, not for educational purposes at least. The features of other
educational softwares require different kinds of devices, with more processing power and
functions. Laptop is far closer to the correct approach, especially because it can be designed
to include the features of a digital reader. The idea of eye-friendly display is something
that should be adapted even with other kinds of computers, as people use their personal
computers for reading in ever growing rate due to the increasing amount of information
available through digital media.

3.3.4 Classroom response systems

A Classroom Response System (CRS) is exactly what the name proposes: a system that
allow students respond to the teacher. In most cases, students have a wireless hardware
device that has some buttons on it, but if the students are using some pre-existing hardware
such as laptops or mobile phones, the CRS can comprise of purely software. When the
teacher poses a question, the students choose the button corresponding to/ write their
answer, which is transmitted to the teacher’s software where it is stored, and can instantly
be shown in graphs, figures et cetera. This system can provide instant feedback to both
teacher and students about the learning progress of the class.

Derek Bruff from Vanderbilt Center for Teaching argues that a classroom response system
can change static lectures to dynamic and interactive, and proposes the following beneficial
features [28]:

– With the help of a CRS the teacher gets instant feedback about student understanding
during the class, and can adjust the contents of the lecture accordingly.

– The system can be used for quizzes and polls in class.

– While the system can easily collect opinions from students, it can be used to trigger
discussion in class as well as collaboration between students.

– The system can be used to record attendance.

– It can increase lecture participation from the students’ behalf, and help maintain
student’s attention.
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– Having a chance to anonymously ask and answer questions, the students might feel
more encouraged to participate, when there is no risk of humiliation due to a wrong
answer or stupid question in front of the class.

– All of the students are forced to participate when asked a question, instead of the
traditional asking aloud method where only one student at a time can answer.

The use of this kind of system requires some extra attention on the teacher’s behalf. In
order to employ the full potential of the system, the teacher must understand how to write
effective multiple-choice questions. The new interactivity might be challenging to teachers,
as it implies that they should be flexible about changing the lecture on the fly. The start-up
phase for the use of the system might take some time, and force teachers to restructure
their lecture components. Like with any computer ware, there is always the risk of technical
problems. Also the ’clickers’ should not be allowed to take steal the focus from the lecture.

According to Dangle and Wang the systems can be highly beneficial, but only if teachers
use them right. There are no direct results of these system improving the students’ grades
even if teachers feel the system helps them gain control of the classroom and student’s
learning progress. Students are also admitting the positive effects of using ’clickers’ in the
classroom [29]. Therefore Dangle and Wang call for teachers to use the CRS to enhance
good pedagogics, and designing the questions used with CRS to be the kind that foster deep
learning, instead of knowledge centered emphasis.

The possibility of running a CRS on the existing hardware makes their prospects very
good. This does not have to be one more gadget trying to steal the student’s attention
at the lecture. Running the software on a laptop does provide the teacher an opportunity
to pose open questions as well, which can measure learning in more complex ways than
multiple-choice questions.

3.3.5 Interactive whiteboards

Futurelab describes interactive whiteboard (IWB) as ”a virtual chalkboard that allows the
display and operation of computer materials in a classroom”. SMART Technologies, a
manufacturer of IWB systems, describes the learning activities enabled by an IWB to contain
- but not be limited to - the following [30]:

– Manipulating text and images

– Making notes in digital ink

– Saving notes for later review by using e-mail, the Web or print

– Viewing websites as a group

– Demonstrating or using software at the front of a room without being tied to a com-
puter

– Creating digital lesson activities with templates, images and multimedia

– Writing notes over educational video clips

– Using presentation tools that are included with the whiteboarding software to enhance
learning materials

– Showcasing student presentations
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The specific features depend on the make of the IWB in question, but what is central
to them all, is that they function as displays, allow direct manipulation of objects on the
screen, by which they make the teaching more interactive. The SMART Technologies is
one of the most popular manufacturer of interactive whiteboards, and their SMART board
can be integrated with other classroom hardware. Teacher can push material directly from
the IWB to students’ computers, and vice versa. The work of one student or a group can
be pulled back to the IWB and displayed to the whole class, for example, to support a
discussion.

Cassapu list her experience of the advantages for working with IWBs in a high school
computer science class as following [31]:

– Combination of different media in an easy and quick way

– Independent ’learning objects’ can be blended easily into the lesson.

– Visualizing complex concepts and processes, use of simulations for material that nor-
mally is difficult to understand

– Links to external resources (i.e. Internet)

– Interactivity during the lesson

– Unlimited space for writing and presenting a topic

– Possibility to save presentations/ explanations for later use

– Links among concepts presented can be easily created by comparing different parts of
the lesson

While interactive whiteboards offer features that easily enhance the study experience,
it can also be used in a manner not so different from the traditional whiteboard. That is
probably why they are getting very popular, as the teacher is not required to change his/her
whole syllabus in order to use this resource. The clear benefits of using IWBs is that they
provide means to visualize difficult concepts and complex processes.

3.4 Risks and safety management

The use of technology does involve risk factors to the education. The most tangible problems
are the technical failures. What happens in the classroom if all the resources are digital and
a power outage occurs? What about the student whose laptop crashes? When using a cloud
model for computing and centralizing all computing and hard drive resources to a server,
what happens if that server crashes? Computerizing the schools poses whole new risks, and
it is important to identify these risks in order to be able to respond to them.

When introducing new tools and ways of working, there is always a start-up time before
the system is accepted and the use becomes natural. It is therefore important to ensure that
everyone involved knows about this, in order to avoid frustrated students or staff, when the
new great technology is not delivering fast enough and responding to the high expectations
during that phase.

The introduction of valuable high tech devices for young students does pose a security
issue. Are we putting the students in danger when making them carry expensive comput-
ers? The risk of theft is one that has to be accounted for. And the ownership, who owns
the computers? If the school does, will the students take responsibility for what is only
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borrowed? And if the students do, how will the students coming from lower income families
afford the education?

Schools are struggling with these questions, and to most of them there are no easy
answers. Because education and its quality is a common interest, so is finding solutions to
these problems. The creators of the educational technology as well as all of the other parties
must take their responsibility, and aim to minimize risks and problems.

3.5 The myth of paperless school

The last three decades of the 21st century the hype around future paperless office was in
full bloom. Sellen and Harper state various reasons as to why the dream turned into a
myth, the strongest of them being that paper does still have certain roles in the midst of
digital media, roles that it is superior in [32]. They explain how paper has in the pass of
time formed the way we work and how things are considered official once they are ’black
on white’. The relationship people have to paper is something unique, even emotional,
especially when it comes to books. But while paper is static, there are various jobs that
benefit from digital processing. Savings can be done in such measures as space, money,
energy and effort. Instead of trying to directly replace all of the paper, it is more important
to learn from the way we use it, and use this knowledge to enrich the design of computer
devices that can be used for these tasks for which paper is not anymore the optimal medium.

In school environment, many tasks are already digitalized: administration, parts of
communication, and some of teaching activities to mention a few. Because educational
institutes are huge paper consumers, it is crucial to study where paper can be replaced in
an efficient manner that does not endanger the quality of learning.
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Chapter 4

Interaction design for better
learning experience

The first section of this chapter summarizes some popular learning theories and comments
on ICT in learning. The second section analyses the central learning activities and the last
section introduces human-computer interaction concepts along with some design guidelines.

4.1 Basics of learning theories

Education and good pedagogics in general are strongly based on learning theories, but there
are yet only a few specific models for e-learning. Mayes and de Freitas claim that technology
is mainly just used to enhance the old learning models, improve learning results, create more
efficient assessment for the results, and make the old models more cost-efficient and easier
to access. What they mean is that this is just the tip of an iceberg, and that the true
potential of e-learning can be reached first when learning theories and technology tools are
mapped together to e-learning models [33]. As we could deduce from the previous chapter,
in the half decade that has passed since their report, specific digital learning tools have been
developed. Although many of them are just technology adapted to the old learning models,
some of them are introducing new ways of learning.

Four main learning paradigms can be specified as behaviourism, cognitivism, con-
structivism and humanism. Some basic features of each are summarized below, based
on the works of Pritchard [34], Schunk [35] and a Learning Theories Knowledgebase website
[36]:

Behaviourism is based on the idea of stimulus and response, and was introduced in the
beginning of the 20th century by John B. Watson, B.F. Skinner and Ivan Pavlov.
According to this perspective all behaviour is caused by external stimuli, to which the
learner passively responds. The method of learning is conditioning with reinforcement
and punishment as stimuli.

Cognitivism replaced behaviourism as the dominant paradigm in 1960’s, and was founded
by Noam Chomsky. The main idea of cognitivism is to study the mental cognitive
functions such as thinking, memory, knowing and problem solving. The carrying
metaphor of mind as a computer implies that the learner is viewed as an information
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processor: information is accepted, processed and results in some outcome. It should
however be noted that cognitivism does not portray people as non-human programmed
machines, but as rational beings whose actions are consequences of thinking, and the
environment.

Constructivism treats learning as an active, constructive process. Jean Piaget was the
pioneer in studying human development in this perspective, and other important pro-
ponents were John Dewey, Jerome Bruner and Lev Vygotsky. The learner is viewed
as information constructor, who gathers subjective representations, and influenced by
previous experience and knowledge, creates his/her own understanding of the reality.

Humanism is a perspective that underlies the personal potential, and views learning as
the act to fulfill it. The emphasis is therefore on the dignity and freedom of humans,
who have affective and cognitive needs. According to the humanistic view, learning is
an individualistic process to fulfill the potential of the specific learner. The role of a
teacher is to facilitate the learning that aims for developing self-actualized people in a
cooperative and supportive environment. Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers are two
persons worth mentioning behind this paradigm.

Typically education is coupled with the concept of information, and gaining more infor-
mation. The same applies to computers, as they are a tool for processing, finding, storing
and distributing information. Resnick points out, that it is not surprising then that these
two concepts, education and computers, are combined [37]. According to him, the old idea
of teachers ’pouring information into the heads of learners’ is false and inefficient. He refers
to the life work of Jean Piaget, and his constructivist approach to learning, when he states
that learning is not a matter of information transmission, but the learner creates his/her
understanding of the world based on exploration, experimentation, discussion and reflection.
And while the more passive and information-focused ideal of learning is making way to a
more active learning, the tools for education must follow suit.

A strong critique is that there is no point of integrating technology into education for
the sake of itself, but it must be for the sake of learning. It is here interactivity comes into
the picture. While the experience of learning can be enhanced and improved with the help
of computing, it also helps forming learning into a process of creating understanding, in the
spirit of Piaget.

4.2 Studying activities

What is studying? Which activities are included in the act of studying? How do we define
learning?

”Learning activities are the verbs of learning. They put people in action. They
elevate learning from passive reading and watching to active seeking, selecting,
and creating knowledge.”

”People learn by considering, researching, analyzing, evaluating, organizing, syn-
thesizing, discussing, testing, deciding, and applying ideas.”

William Horton

According to Merriam-Webster Dictionary, study is ”application of the mental faculties
to the acquisition of knowledge” [38]. The activities involved in studying are diverse, and
vary between different subjects. Some of the activities are general to most of learning, and
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can easily be identified, such as reading, listening, or observing. Others can be harder to
identify, and depend on the ways of studying. In lack of existing documentation of specific
learning activities, a set of them is introduced in Table 4.1. These activities are identified
by analysing the set of general learning areas that cover most of the subjects in primary and
secondary education: reading, writing, languages, mathematics, sciences and social studies.
Study activities are categorized as physical, abstract and communicative activities, in order
to make sense and analyse them further. The categories are overlapping, since many of the
activities are ambiguous.

Table 4.1: Categorizing learning activities

Category Activity Description / note

Physical
activities (input
/ output)

observing visual medium, active mode
watching visual medium, passive mode
speaking audial mediumlistening
writing manipulating a mediumdrawing
doing/practising
searching/browsing
reading

can involve manipulating a mediumcounting
comparing
marking involves writing and/or drawingvisualizing
presenting can involve writing, drawing, speaking

and physical mediumexplaining/instructing

Abstract
activities
(cognitive
processes)

thinking
analysing
evaluating
counting
calculating
memorising
recalling
mapping

Communicative
activities

speaking
listening
writing
reading
explaining/instructing
presenting
collaborating

The physical category includes activities that involve physical acts. They either require
a physical medium as input, or create an output in form of manipulation of a physical
medium. In some cases they do both. Speaking and listening are included in this category
because the sound that is either the input or the output of those activities is - if not tangible -
physically sensible for anyone next to the one doing the activity. Speaking also often involves
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bodily movements, at least the movement of mouth, but in an elaborated discussion often
even gestures, making it a physical activity. In case the speaker and listener are not in
the same space, the sound must be transferred via a physical medium. The point of listing
the physical activities separately is that as all of these activities either use or manipulate a
physical medium, they are all activities that possibly can be supported by educational tools.

The abstract activities are active cognitive processes that are related to studying and
learning. These activities happen inside the users head and are not sensible for anyone
else. Although these activities do not demand any physical medium, they should not be
neglected. A good learning tool stimulates the mind, and in this way, even the abstract
activities can be supported.

The category of communicative activities was formed because school work often contains
collaboration and communication tasks. They are all physical activities that involve sharing
information, opinions and knowledge through a medium. Because sharing information,
discussing the alternatives and trying to teach others are great ways of learning, these
activities should be well supported by any learning tool.

4.3 Interaction design

In its essence, interaction design is ”developing interactive products that are easy, effective
and enjoyable to use - from the users perspective” [2, p. 2]. The idea is to support people in
their everyday interactions with technology and machines in a way that makes the interaction
natural and enjoyable. This is only possible if the users are considered and their needs are
understood. According to Preece et al., some key principles of interaction design are [2]:

– taking into account what people are good and bad at

– considering what might help people with the way they currently do things

– thinking through what might provide quality user experiences

– listening to what people want and getting them involved in the design

– using ’tried and tested’ user-based techniques during the design process

The kind of activities that the product will be used in, as much as understanding the
motivations of the users, should be the basis for any product design. A product should
serve a function, but it should also be usable. Preece et al. define the following usability
goals for a product or a system [2]:

Effectiveness - Effectiveness determines the overall functionality and purpose of the prod-
uct, if it does what it is designed to do.

Efficiency - Efficiency measures how well this product can help the user to fulfill the goal
of the function the product is designed for.

Safety - Safety refers to how well the product protects the user from dangerous situations
and hazards while using it, and also if it prevents the user from making errors.

Utility - Utility measures the functionality the product provides in fulfilling the target
task.

Learnability - Learnability measures how easy the system is to learn to use.
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Memorability - Memorability refers to ability to memorize the use of the product, once
the user has learned it.

While design should take into consideration the function and usability, the aesthetics
must not be forgotten. Emotions and attraction can not be counted out of the design
equation, claims Donald Norman. In order to understand what is attractive to a user, we
have to understand some basic functions of human cognition.

Emotionol  Design

o^--

FrcuRE 1 .1
Three levels of  processing: Visceral ,  Behavioral ,  and Ref lect ive.

The visceral  level  is  fast :  i t  makes rapid judgments of  what is good or bad,
safe or dangerous, and sends appropr iate s ignals to the muscles ( the
motor system) and alerts the rest  of  the brain.  This is the start  of  af fect ive
processing. These are biological ly determined and can be inhibi ted or
enhanced through control  srgnals f rom above. The behavioral  ievel  is  the
si te of  most human behavior.  l ts  act ions can be enhanced or inhibi ted by
the ref lect ive layer and, in turn,  i t  can enhance or inhibi t  the v isceral  layer.
The highest layer is that  of  ref lect ive thought.  Note that  i t  does not have
direct  access ei ther to sensory input or to the control  of  behavior.  Instead
i t  watches over,  ref lects upon, and tr ies to bias the behavioral  level .

(Modif ied frcm a f igurc by Daniel  Russel l  fot  Norman, Ortony, & Russel l ,  2003.)

is good or desirable, the animal can relax and take advantage of the
situation. As evolution continued, the circuits for analyzing and
responding improved and became more sophisdcated. Put a section of
wire mesh fence between an animal and some desirable food: a chicken
is likely to be stuck forever, straining at the fence, but unable to get to
the food; a dog simply runs around it. Human beings have an even
more developed set of brain structures. They can reflect upon their
experiences and communicate them to others. Thus, not only do we
walk around fences to get to our goals, but we can then think back
about the experience-reflect upon i1-21d decide to move the fence
or the food, so we don't have to walk around the next time. We can

Figure 4.1: Norman’s modified figure from Norman, Ortony & Russell, 2003 [1, p. 22]

Norman writes about the three levels of brain processing: visceral, behavioural and
reflective, which are presented in Figure 4.1. The visceral or reactive level corresponds
to the unconscious and biological prewired reactions we have. These actions are purely
biological and automatic. Visceral actions can be enhanced or inhibited by the behavioural
or logical level. This is the part that controls our everyday actions, and the site of most of
human behaviour. The actions of the behavioural level can in turn be enhanced or inhibited
by the reflective level. The reflective thought is the highest level of processing, and it is
not directly connected to sensory input nor can it directly control behaviour, but it is the
evaluative layer that tries to bias the behavioural level. The reflective level contains our self-
image and the contemplative processes. All these three levels play a role in the functioning
of a human, and therefore Norman suggests that good design addresses each of them.

When designing interactive systems, it can be helpful to use some design principles as
guidelines. The amount of principles for interaction design is vast, but the most common
ones are these, based on work by Norman [1]:

Visibility The more visible the functions are, the more likely the users are to know what
to do next. For example, the more the positioning of controls reveals about their
function, the easier the user can understand their use and understand what to expect
to happen next.

Feedback is sending back information about an action that has been done, a confirmation
of what has happened. Feedback provides the system with visibility of interaction.
Feedback can be in form of audio, visual, verbal or tactile stimuli, or a combination
of them.

Constraints Restricting the interaction possible at any given moment prevents the user
from making mistakes. Constraints can be physical, logical or cultural.
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Mapping refers to the relationship of controls and their effects in the world. The user
has to be able to map the physical user interface to what happens in the virtual
environment, with ease.

Consistency Similar operations and elements should be used for similar task. Consistency
improves the learning rate of the interface, as the user has to learn each task only once,
and can then apply the knowledge to similar tasks.

Affordances Objects should have attributes that help the user to determine their purpose
and how they are used. For example a button affords pushing, and therefore its looks
should ”invite” the user to push it.

4.3.1 Theory about conceptual models

Every designprocess should start with creating a conceptual model. A conceptual model is
defined as following by Preece et al. [2, p. 40]:

[Conceptual model is] a description of the proposed system in terms of a set of
integrated ideas and concepts about what it should do, behave and look like,
that will be understandable by the users in the manner intended.

Conceptual models are very useful for design, as they provide tools for working through
the whats, whys and hows of the product before any real effort is put into building the
design. It is significantly cheaper to evaluate solutions on conceptual level than ready code
or products, and a good conceptual model is detailed enough to reflect the usability of the
product.

Preece et al. suggest three ways of forming a conceptual model: based on the interac-
tion mode, interface metaphor or interaction paradigm. These three methods are
described in more detail below.

Interaction modes can be divided into two main categories: activity-based or object-
based interaction modes. Preece et al. list four categories in interaction modes based
on activities that define how the user interacts with the system - instructing, conversing,
manipulating and navigating, and exploring and browsing. The activities are not mutually
exclusive, but a combination of them is used.

Instructing means that the user gives the system instructions of what to do, and the
system executes the actions accordingly. Conversing refers to the user interacting with the
system in a manner resembling the interaction between two humans. Manipulating and
navigating complies direct manipulation methods, which means that the user manipulates
the virtual objects and navigates in virtual environment with the knowledge of what is
possible in physical world. Exploring and browsing model allows the user to search and use
the virtual objects in a way similar to use of their physical counterparts.

The models based on objects or artefacts mean that the design reflects a physical world
object or concept. The power of this kind of models lay in the fact that for humans it is
easier to relate to a familiar concept, than to learn a new one.

Conceptual model can also be based on an interface metaphor. This means that the
interface design reflects the aspects of a physical world object or concept, but with the
freedom of creativity: it has its own properties and behaviours. Interface metaphors can be
based on an activity, an object or artefact, or even both. The benefits of using metaphors was
stated above. An exemplary interface metaphor is the desktop, which reflects the physical
work desk with different office tools, but is enhanced with the digital actions and tools. A
well chosen metaphor can increase the usability of a product remarkably.
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Interaction paradigm is a more abstract and general description of the set of inter-
action modes used for the interaction: desktop paradigm, ubiquitous computing, pervasive
computing, wearable computing, augmented reality, attentive environments, and the Worka-
day World [2]. The most common one is the desktop paradigm that uses the WIMP interface
that stands for windows, icons, menus and pointers. Ubiquitous computing means that the
technology is embedded in the users environment in a way that it extends the human capa-
bilities. Ubiquitous computing has been the base for many of the other paradigms. Pervasive
computing means that the different technologies integrate seamlessly enabling the user to
access and interact with information regardless of time or place. For example today’s smart
phones are such devices. Wearable computing means that the technology is embedded in
the clothing, combining multimedia and wireless communication that enable the wearer to
access information and interact simultaneously with physical and virtual world. Augmented
reality means the integration of the physical and virtual. Virtual objects can be super-
imposed on physical ones and therefore by manipulating the the physical world, the user
is interacting with the virtual world. The last paradigm is slightly different. Instead of
focusing on enabling things that were not possible for users without the technology, the
Workaday World paradigm focuses on understanding the social aspects of technology, and
seeks to unravel the relationships and patterns of working life.

4.3.2 Human-computer interaction metaphors

As for conceptual models and designs based on metaphors, similarly metaphors are useful
in defining human-computer interaction. While humans and machines have directly no
common language, through these metaphors the uniform logical behaviour of a machine is
easier for a layman to grasp.

Fineman (2004) states that the following are three basic-level human-computer interac-
tion metaphors in common use today: direct manipulation, navigation, and human interac-
tion [39]. He claims that all other metaphors are subcategories of these three and defines
them as following. Direct manipulation metaphor treats data as a physical object. For
example a textfile is presented in the graphical user interface as an icon that resembles a
physical file, which can virtually be manipulated much in the same way it would be ma-
nipulated in the physical world. Objects can be tossed in the trash can. Emails can be
sent. Files are opened and closed, and moved to and from folders. Navigation metaphor
treats data as objects in space. Information can be searched inside the computer harddisc
or internet. The states of a photo-file can be backtracked in case the user happened to make
a false design decision while touching it up. Filesystems are explored in a quest to locate a
specific email. Human interaction metaphor is also called conversation metaphor. It treats
computer as an equal human counterpart in discussion. Automatic telephone systems let
you book a train ticket by talking to the speech recognition prompt in a way similar to
directing another human. A mobile phone can be commanded to call up a colleague with
the same phrase that would be used when asking another person.

While the technology, in the first place, is to be the medium of the learning - not
necessarily the object - metaphors can be very useful in the design of digital learning tools.
With efficient choice of metaphors, using concepts already familiar to the student, they can
be helped to see past the medium and focus in the learning.
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Chapter 5

Student computer concept

This chapter presents a concept for a portable student computer. First the design process is
discussed in relation to general interaction design processes. Next the concept is described
and presented. A description of the focus group session is also included. For reading
convenience, the product is hereinafter called SWC, which stands for School Work Computer.

5.1 Forming of a conceptual model

This concept is based on the need to find a usable, efficient and economic student com-
puter to be used in classroom, and to fulfill the ever growing digital interaction needs that
rise in the learning situation. The main purpose of this conceptual model is to propose an
interface structure that supports the interaction requirements of studying activities. There-
fore no detailed hardware and software specifications will be presented, aside from possible
suggestions. While technology develops continuously, some assumptions are made about
sufficient technologies of tomorrow.

The target user group is high school students, but the product should be just as usable
for the students in elementary school. The studies and subjects in the higher educational
institutes such as universities are usually so specific that a generic study tool would not
necessarily satisfy their requirements. Therefore this group of students is not part of the
target group, even if they also might like to use a study computer.

The device should support learning and study related activities such as reading, writing,
processing and visualizing data, speaking, listening, collaborating and communicating. It
should also enhance the learning experience and support creativity. It should be economic
and efficient in both monetary and resource usage terms. The device should be mobile to
add flexibility to the learning situation, as well as to enable use on field trips or home. Due
to the target user group, it should be rugged, tolerate small drops, dust and moist, as well
as be easy to keep clean.

According to good interaction design discipline, the product should help the student
to interact with her/his digital learning material in a natural way. The product must fill
its functional requirements but also offer an enjoyable user experience. In a case of young
students and learning, this last aspect can not be stressed too much: positive learning
experience increases students’ motivation, which leads to better learning.

Preece et al. present a simple interaction design model, which is reproduced in Figure
5.1. In general, the project starts with identifying needs of the users and establishing require-
ments for the solution. Some alternative designs are created to meet these requirements,
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We see the activit ies of interaction design as being related as shown in Figure 6.7.
This model incorporates iteration and encourages a user focus. While the outputs
from each activity are not specified in the model. you wil l see in Chapter 7 that our
description of establishing requirements includes the need to identity specific us-
ability criteria.

The model is not intended to be prescriptive; that is, we are not suggesting
that this is how all interactive products are or should be developed. It is based on
our observations of interaction design and on information we have gleaned in the
research for this book. It has its roots in the software engineering and HCI l ifecy-
cle models described below, and it represents what we believe is practiced in the
field.

Most projects start with identifying needs and requirements. The project may
have arisen because of some evaluation that has been done, but the l ifecycle of the
new (or modified) product can be thought of as starting at this point. From this ac-
tivity, some alternative designs are generated in an attempt to meet the needs and
requirements that have been identif ied. Then interactive versions of the designs
are developed and evaluated. Based on the feedback from the evaluations, the
team may need to return to identifyins needs or refining requirements. or it may
go straight into redesigning. It may be that nrore than one alternative design fol-
lows this iterative cycle in parallel with others, or it may be that one alternative at
a time is considered. Implicit in this cycle is that the flnal product wil l emerge in an
evolutionary fashion from a rough init ial idea through to the finished product. Ex-
actly how this evolution happens may vary from project to proiect, and we return
to this issue in Chapter 8. The only factor l imiting the number of t imes through
the cycle is the resources available, but whatever the number is, development ends
with an evaluation activity that ensures the final product meets the prescribed us-
abil ity criteria.

(Re)Design

Figure 6.7 A simple interaction design model.
Final product

Figure 5.1: The simple interaction design model [2, p. 186]

and interactive prototypes are build for evaluation of the resulting designs. Depending on
the evaluation results, either the requirements can be checked and new can be formed, or
the designer(s) can continue with redesign. This loop is iterated until the feedback from
evaluation confirms that the usability requirements are met and the final design is reached.
When the final design is reached, the team can advance from interactive prototypes into
building the real system. Preece et al. emphasize that no design proces is identical to
another, and therefore this is only a simplified suggestion of a model.

The design of this concept started with a large background study (summarized in the
previous chapters of this report) with the aim to understand the problem space. The
requirements were based on this study. The greatest difference to the design model by
Preece et al. is that while doing the background study, many hypothesis were formed and
tested in abstract level as well as the results of studies conducted by others, and therefore
by the time of beginning the design process, a relatively clear picture had already formed
about what would work for the concept product. Also the time constraint set by the degree
project framework played a part in that further iterations of the design process were not
possible. For these reasons direct user involvement was also quite minimal, restricted to
focus group session described in Section 5.3.

5.2 Concept: School Work Computer

Of the three options of creating a conceptual model introduced in Section 4.3, interaction
metaphor of a virtual schoolhouse was chosen. Another metaphor that was considered was
textbook. The virtual school house was preferred because it felt like a more natural context
for the various digital educational games and applications, considering the target group’s
quite practical approach to the school work. The textbook metaphor concept was thought
to be formed like a book that is opened, and includes physical pages of sheets of electronic
paper, that are dynamic in contents. This approach was rejected in the evaluation process,
and noted that University students, whose learning consists of more literature, could have
embraced this approach better.

For interaction styles to be used, the natural choice was multitouch with stylus. These
two will support the learning activities in an intuitive manner, as the direct manipulation
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and navigation seemed like the best choice as interaction mode. As seen above, studies
show that young students are embracing the finger manipulation interfaces, because they
carry direct mappings between functions and effects. The usability goals, Norman’s design
guidelines from Section 4.3 as well as Becta’s recommendations for digital learning tools
from Section 2.5 are used to set the quality of the design.

The conceptual model is presented below in detail.

5.2.1 Use cases

The following scenarios are use cases for the concept School Work Computer, that is, the
SWC.

Reading and annotating

Reading is a part of studies almost from the first grade to the last. Traditionally a reading
task can involve cross referencing various physical sources, for example books that are held
simultaneously open at the work desk. With its large display, the SWC can give a similar user
experience, having several textfiles open next to each other and overlapping. The student
can organize them in any way preferred with simple finger movements. SWC extends the
experience, as it can view several pages of one book visible at the same time: something
that can not be done with a physical book without tearing it.

When student A is reading, the power saving e-paper-like screen mode can
be turned on. It turns off the backlight of the screen, and offers a paper-like
contrast, which is gentle to the reader’s eyes. Student A wants to check up a
new term from the text, and sweeps the word with a finger. The following op-
tions appear: ”copy”, ”SuperSearch”, ”annotate”, ”tag”. Student A chooses
SuperSearch and a search widget appears. Because the tool is aware of the
reading task, the SuperSearch offers automatically dictionary and thesaurus
results for the term, but the user can as well click to search other sources
inside his/her profile, school network or internet.

Student A makes notes and annotations on several layers right on top of the
document. One is for her private markings, one shared with the whole class
and one that is visible only for her and her teacher. In the first layer she
scribbles personal notes and reminders. The class layer is used for general
notes, tips and remarks about the content, as well as for questions and dis-
cussion for the class about the material. In the Teacher’s layer student A
highlights a couple of terms that are unclear to her, in order to get private
answers from the Teacher and not having to be ashamed of a question in
front of the class. Student A does not know that most of her classmates just
posed the same questions to the Teacher, who decides to reply on the class
sheet. This way the students can keep their faces infront of the classmates,
as nobody knows who posed the question, but also realize that the question
was probably nothing to be ashamed for.

Student A uses the stylus for the annotation tasks, and is hence free to write
figures and symbols along with scribbling text. The stylus pen has a little
button that is pushed to turn on and off the handwriting recognition. Student
A notices that an annotation she made is in a wrong place, and with a simple
finger gesture she drags it to the correct location.
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When student A reaches the end of the days homework passage, she sees
a questionnaire symbol. Student A touches it, answers the questions and
submits it. The system gives instant feedback for multiple choice questions,
and the open questions are visible to the teacher, who corrects them when
time allows. The results of the multiple choice questions indicate to student A
that she has misunderstood some concepts, and studies them again instantly.
Student A resubmits the questionare after modifying her answers, and is now
content with the multiple choice feedback.

Essay writing

A common task at school is to write an essay. The activity of writing an essay includes
usually at least some of these activities: background study, reading and comparing sources,
writing, refering, citing, spell-checking, analysing, correcting and rewriting, as well as itera-
tion of any of these tasks. Traditionally this activity has been done with physical or virtual
books, papers and articles, and writing by hand or word processor software. With a SWC,
all of these tasks are done on one device.

Student B chooses the Subject space of the course. He opens the assignment
specification, and from it generates the new document. Student B is given
a topic, and a recommended list of sources to start the research with. By
touching at the links these documents are opened on the screen. Student
B navigates between the documents and uses SuperSearch to access more
information in the network digital library. Student B remembers seeing a
video of the concept on internet and searches for it. Because this video is
very suitable for the assignment, he encloses it in the essay for reference.
While at work, student B sees in the communication tool that classmate
student A is working on the same essay. They discuss some of the more
complex concepts of the assignment, but they know that if they collaborate
too much, it will be visible in the document and they will get caught. After
submission the documents are tested for fraud, and students with too similar
content or too much copy/paste will be accused. Student B wishes student
A good luck and continues writing.

When student B is proofreading the text, he uses the stylus to underline,
highlight and correct the text on the screen. Each correction is applied
directly by the smart document editor. Student B notices that a figure is
missing, and draws it in the margin. He then drags it between two lines of
text and it is embedded there automatically. Student B notices that it is
past dinnertime and closes the SWC. When he opens the SWC after dinner,
the screen is just as he had left it, and he continues working.

Lecture

This scenario introduces classroom use of the SWC. Group work gets a whole new meaning
with virtual workspace and collaborative access across the group members SWC’s. This is
also an example of how the SWCs and the IWB are integrated together.

Students A and B are attending a biology lecture along with the rest of the
class. The students have their SWCs open infront of them with the Biology
Study space active. All the students are looking at the IWB where the
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teacher is drawing a strand of DNA. After the Teacher has introduced the
building parts of the DNA, she ”tosses” the model to the students’ SWCs.
The screen shows only the DNA strand, as the teacher wants the students
to focus on it. Student A starts manipulating the strand with touching and
dragging it on the multitouch screen. Student B who sits next to her, joins in
and they investigate the strand together. Students C poses questions about
the building of DNA to the Teacher, who replies with simulating the process
in the IWB. When Teacher starts a video clip about DNA on the IWB, the
lights in the classroom dim out and the SWCs turn off. In this way the
teacher can be sure to get the students’ attention.

After the video, teacher gives the students twenty minutes and asks the them
to collaborate in pairs to make a mind map of the DNA with pictures, text
and other media they find appropriate. Students A, B and C get into work
together. They quickly registering their SWCs for collaboration mode with
each other, and in a few seconds time the work is on its way. In collaboration
mode the SWCs are set next to each other in a virtual matrix, of which
dimensions can be specified as wished. For the case of this quick project,
students A, B and C choose a 2 x 2 matrix, of which one cell is their work
’canvas’ and the other three represent each of the SWCs’ screens. While
they can all access, view and modify each cell, this arrangement provides
them with room to work independently with searching for information and
manipulating it before adding it to the canvas. Student A starts drawing
the strand on the canvas on her SWC, student B starts writing labels for
student A’s drawing on the canvas on his SWC, and student C searches for
more material with SuperSearch on his own cell on his SWC. After a while
student A is done with drawing, and with a swift swipe on her screen, she
accesses student C’s cell. Students A and C discuss the information C has
found and divide the material between them and student B. All of them
start processing the material and tossing ready text chapters, video clips and
pictures to the canvas. Student C is done with his material first, and starts
organizing the material on the canvas. Teacher remarks that the time is up,
but gives the students a couple of minutes to finish off. Students A, B and
C mark their canvas area as the work to be submitted, and it appears on
the IWB among the works of the other groups. Each group gets a couple of
minutes to introduce their project, and then the class is dismissed.

Student C walks out of the classroom with his SWC open, noticing that
the instant he is in the corridor his Locker gets accessible. He instantly
launches the web browser to see the score of a football match that is going
on. Before closing the SWC and placing it in his backpack, he takes a look at
the Portfolio Studio to see that their DNA group work is registered correctly
as submitted. He can not wait to see which grade they get!

5.2.2 System description

The SWC is a part of the larger set of digital education tools in the school environment.
Through the school network it uses the school server and database, connects to the the
digital tools in the classrooms and other SWCs as well as to data resources such as the
digital library and the internet. See Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of interaction between components in the school network

Each student has a user account that includes all their data, which is located on the
school server. The computers provided to students are so called zero clients, to which the
operative system with all the software is streamed from the school server. The computer
is like a dummy that is usable only when connected to the school network and loaded with
processing power, memory and contents. This means that if a computer breaks or is stolen,
the student will not lose any data. Also the computer is then not personal, and in case a
student has forgotten the computer home, he/she can work that day on one of the school’s
computers, and will not miss on the education.

All the digital tools in the school environment are connected to the school network.
The education tools located in the classrooms, such as interactive whiteboards, can be
connected to the student computers. For collaboration purposes, several student computers
can be connected together. The computers also connect to external networks such as the
internet through the school network. It does not matter where the student is, the computer
must be connected to the school network before it functions properly. The computer must
therefore have some minor internal processor that has functionality just enough to connect
to the school network remotely. This allows the students to access all their study material
from home and do homework.

Although this degree project is not about the hardware design, some requirements are
posed for the hardware. The computer should have multitouch and stylus compatible dis-
play, which has a less-eye-straining reading mode for those long reading sessions that stu-
dents are bound to have. It should have a built-in camera that is designed in a way that is
non obtrusive, but allows for easy adjustments for changing its angle. This camera is used
for photographing, video filming and scanning.

The computer should have audio input and output connections, as well as functionality to
record and playback audio. While inside the school network the information transmission is
fast over the wireless, some kind of connection (for example USB-drive) should be available
for connecting the device with external devices. Also manual web cable port is needed
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because not all families have wireless internet.
The power supply of the computer must be through a long-life battery that is unobtrusive

to charge. Charging by induction would be an exiting future scheme, as in that case the
school desks could provide the charging opportunity, and ensure no student shows up at
class with dead battery.

Physical form of the computer

The physical device should be a laptop or tablet form computer. A clamshell form is
practical because when closed, the screen is naturally protected, which makes the device
more compact and robust. Laptop form with a screen that can be swirled 180 degrees
around, closed and this way turned to a tablet, has proven to be good for mobile working.
But the physical keyboard in these existing devices (e.g. Classmate PC) does take large
portion of space and diminish the screensize to half of what is possible, and therefore a
virtual keyboard is to prefer.

The screen size is an issue. A large screen allows more natural working, especially with
multiple resources used at a time. Simultaneously a large screen directly increases the price
of the device, and increases the size of the device, which is supposed to be mobile. The size
issue can be tackled if a screen that can be folded in two is possible to make. That way
the clamshell form can be utilized to its fullest: with large screen on the inside and robust
material for the outside, that protects the computer while closed.

The form of an opening clamshell is also the form of a book, which reminds the user
of the affordances of a book. This is a desirable feature, as some of the multitouch finger
gestures are borrowed from the gestures the pages of a book are manipulated with.

A handle on the back, that can be grabbed and that supports the hand while holding
the device with one hand, could be a standard feature or might be attachable for younger
students.

5.2.3 Interaction styles for studying activities

Based on the study activities mentioned above, some interaction styles and techniques are
chosen and presented next.

Touch and multitouch

Touch interfaces are at the moment hugely popular, and offered through various different
devices: mobile phones, tablet computers and laptops, touch display screens, interactive
whiteboards and control panels of different kinds. Touch interaction is assumed as a more
intuitive navigation and manipulation approach than mouse, and with the introduction of
multitouch interfaces, popularity of touch is only growing. It is therefore important to
analyse the interaction styles this technology offers and how well that supports the learning
use. Buxton et al list the properties of a multitouch interface as following [40]:

1. They have no mechanical intermediate device (such as stylus or puck). Hence they are
useful in hostile environments (e.g., classrooms, public access terminals) where such
intermediate devices can get lost, stolen, or damaged.

2. Having no puck to slide or get bumped, the tracking symbol ”stays put” once placed,
thus making them well suited for pointing tasks in environments subject to vibration
or motion (e.g., factories, cockpits).
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3. They present no mechanical or kinesthetic restrictions on our ability to indicate more
than one point at a time. That is, we can use two hands or more than one finger
simultaneously on a single tablet. (Remember, we can manually control at most two
mice at a time: one in each hand. Given that we have ten fingers, it is conceivable
that we may wish to indicate more than two points simultaneously.)

4. Unlike joysticks and trackballs, they have a very low profile and can be integrated into
other equipment such as desks and low-profile keyboards. This has potential benefits
in portable systems, and reduces homing time from the keyboard to the pointing
device.

5. They can be molded into one-piece constructions thus eliminating cracks and grooves
where dirt can collect. This makes them well suited for very clean environments (eg.
hospitals) or very dirty ones (eg., factories).

6. Their simple construction, with no moving parts, leads to reliable and long-lived oper-
ation, making them suitable for environments where they will be subjected to intense
use or where reliability is critical.

As Buxton et al mention above, multitouch interfaces offer several qualities beneficial
for classroom use. They are rugged, easy to keep clean and have no moving - ergo breaking
- parts, ar some of the advantages. The most important benefit is that while the display is
simultaneously the input field, the mapping of physical actions and virtual effects greatly
eases. Multitouch interfaces open therefore a whole new set of interaction possibilities,
where the number of combinations of fingers and gestures are the only limit. This means
more flexible ways of manipulating virtual objects and data. Visualizing data gets a whole
new meaning when it can be directly manipulated with using bare fingers.

While a study tool must support the act of writing, which students do often, a touch
interface offers a great space saver. Especially in mobile devices the keyboard makes up a
large portion of their area, which should be kept at bare minimum. It can be considerable
sacrifice just for the act of writing. Multitouch interfaces with full size virtual keyboards
enable the whole area to be used as a display, and keyboard taking space only when used.

There is however, the problem of selecting and dragging, which is natural for a mouse
with buttons, as it has several states. A touch interface has only two states: on or off;
touch or no touch. A hover-over stage has been studied too, but this proses problems on
the level that is near enough to be registered but far enough for not being confused with
a touch. Although there are some problems and thought restrictions in touch interfaces,
the fact that multiple points of touch can be used simultaneous gives many opportunities.
Possibly an option button, such as mouse’s right button, could be simulated with specific
finger alignment and movements.

Another problem with touch interfaces is that they can give only visual or audial feed-
back, whereas anyone who has used a keyboard of some kind can testify the effectiveness
of sensing the keys. This is a problem especially for virtual keyboards that are common for
touch interfaces. An audial feedback might not come to question when typing an essay, and
it is rather tiring to have to keep watching the fingers all through the writing. If combined
with tactile feedback, this problem would be solved, but we will have to wait for the haptic
technologies a while more.

The interaction with the multitouch interface involves touching the screen with one or
multiple fingers, and with a stylus pen. Because interaction with the computer must be
intuitive, some navigation gestures are borrowed from the good old physical book/magazine
interaction, which is an origin to the existing multitouch interaction.
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Navigation of the virtual interface environment, selection, manipulation, and browsing
of objects is done with touch and gestures. While the amount of simple 2D gestures with
one finger are quite limited, the basic gestures of touching, swiping and directional swiping
can be extended with adding more fingers to touch. Combinations of finger touch and stylus
touch can be utilized. Also double-clicks and touch-swipe combinations add to the number
of possible gestures.

The range of simple touches and gestures can also be extended by adding graphical
menus to them. For example while executing a reading task, the user can open a menu
offering some functions, just by clicking an object in a certain way, such as described in
previous Section 5.2.1 Use cases.

Stylus

Stylus is a pen-like technology that is used to write directly on the screen. It uses the
traditional physical pen-paper interaction, with the difference that the text can be converted
to digital and therefore is no longer static. Stylus has many advantages to keyboard in note
taking, as it allows drawing and irregular marking instead of the predetermined characters
that keyboards are restricted to.

The use of a stylus as an interaction style for a student computer enables naturalistic
writing and drawing on the screen. The fact that the pen is directly on the screen gives
pen-and-paper -like mapping, and can be a great tool for creative tasks. There is however
the issue of complexity of translating handwriting to digital characters. Because everyone’s
handwriting is different, the algorithm for recognizing the different letters from each other
must be flexible, and be able to adapt and learn to a specific user’s handwriting. The
applications I have tested so far have not been satisfactory though, and therefore I wish
that the manufacturers truly work on the response delay and pen angle aspects, because
when working with ease, this is an enormously attractive technology.

Sellen and Harper claim that because paper has such a strong role in knowledge work,
its affordances can not be neglected when creating new ways of working with information
[32]. This applies for working with stylus, which enables many great affordances of paper-
and-pen work in digital form. Taking notes while reading is a good example. Stylus makes
an ideal support for study activities, as it enables a naturalistic note-taking and annotation
technique that we are used to from working with physical paper and pen. Also marking,
highlighting and scribbling on stylus imitates very closely the traditional physical way of
working, and therefore no new ways of working would need to be learned.

Audio interfaces

Voice user interfaces or speech interfaces enable users to interact verbally with a computer.
This technology poses various challenges, as people tend to have little patience with unintel-
ligent machines. The appropriateness of a voice user interface must be carefully considered,
because if the system can not deliver with simple verbal interaction, or it irritates the user,
the system will fail. Speech interfaces are most suitable for simple and straightforward tasks.

In some cases voice user interface can be the only option for accessing services, consider
for example the visually impaired. Therefore enabling verbal use can be an important
accessibility aspect for an interface. Text To Speech softwares can provide similar help, as
they can read out loud websites or text documents. In education context Text To Speech
softwares can be useful for example for young students learning to read.

Speech recognition softwares translate talk into text. An educational application could be
to use it for taking notes, or for logging creative storytelling sessions with younger students.
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Figure 5.3: Hall

5.2.4 Interface components

The concept is built loosely on the metaphor of school house. The interface looks like a
blueprint of a virtual school. It has spaces such as classrooms containing the educational
material for classes (Subject spaces), administration (Settings) and technical (Externals)
facilities, as well as student’s private area (Locker). It contains tools to measure and visu-
alize the study progress (ProgressBar); all the student’s saved documents and course work
(PortfolioStudio); and a communication center (Mailroom). The contents are connected to
the internal time management unit (ScheduleBook), which assists the student in staying
on schedule. Analogous to a school library, the system has a function SuperSearch that
accesses the digital library in the school network, material in the student profile as well as
web resources.

The interface consists of spaces, tools and content, which are described in more detail
below. Figure 5.3 illustrates how the main view, the Hall, can look like for a student.

The Hall is the main space and is visible to the user after log in. It gives the user an
overview of the status of his/her studies, and gives access to other spaces in the system.
The layout resembles the blueprints of an imaginary school house, with ”classrooms” for
each subject the student is taking. These classrooms are called here with generic term
Subject spaces for simplicity, and they can be accessed from the links on the blueprint.
The blueprint can be altered to fit the number of relevant Subject spacess according to the
subjects of study.

The blueprint shows even other spaces: Locker, Settings, Externals and Help. The last
spaces: Mailroom, PortfolioStudio, ProgressBar and ScheduleBook, have their entry from
the Navibar. They can be accessed as spaces while no Subject space is active. While any of
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(a) Pins (b) Math note

Figure 5.4: Touching exclamation mark pin on the left screen makes the note (on right)
appear.

the Subject spaces is active, only their tool versions (Mail, Portfolio, Progress and Schedule)
are accessible. The Hall is always accessible with the link in the Navibar.

The blueprint of Hall also includes small icons inside the classrooms, called pins. The
pins are automatically generated by the system or a teacher, and their idea is to visualize the
state of progress in that subject. There are four different pins: a clock symbol representing a
deadline or due date closing in; an exclamation mark to represent a note or remark (a change
in schedule, reminder of field trip, commentary/feedback from a teacher), see Figure 5.4;
an x-symbol to represent that something is wrong (a missed deadline, unfinished homework,
failed exam); and a checkmark to symbol that everything is as it should. The checkmark
and x-symbol are interchangeable, and therefore only one of them is visible at all times. The
visibility of the clock symbol is up to the teacher to decide, but recommended use would be
for example two days before deadline for an assignment. Another recommendation is to not
use it for daily homework, as then the symbol will be visible daily, and lose it’s urgency for
the student.

Navibar is the container of the tools, and is floating on top of other content. Navibar
can be dragged to any preferred location on the screen by the user. Navibar has fixed
looks, but it has two states: tool state and link state. Navibar includes the following tools:
Progress, Mail, Schedule, Portfolio, link to Hall, SuperSearch and Keyboard. The tools
Progress, Mail, Schedule and Portfolio are related to the spaces Mailroom, PortfolioStudio,
ProgressBar and ScheduleBook, and while any of these spaces or the Hall or Locker is active,
the Navibar is on link state and contains a link to these spaces instead of tools. While any
Subject space is active, the Navibar is in tool state. In tool state Progress, Mail, Schedule
and Portfolio function in a filtered version, and display only the contents related to the
active subject. They are activated and hidden again by clicking the icon on Navibar, and
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Figure 5.5: Navibar

when activated, the tools float on top of the other contents. The virtual keyboard is also
’opened’ or hidden from the Navibar.

Spaces

Spaces are the different ’rooms’ in the virtual school house, and navigating between them
changes screens of the interface. Only one space can be active at a time, but when leaving
one and entering another, the state of that space is saved for the next activation.

Locker The Locker is the student’s private space. Inspired by its physical coun-
terpart, the students’ lockers along school corridors, this is an environment
where only the student has access. The documents and communications
tagged private are removed from the PortfolioStudio and the Mailroom, and
stored here. Locker uses the Mail tool, which functions here as a sepa-
rate communication client for personal communication, and leaves no trace
to Mailroom. Locker is the analogy of ”a break”, and contains all of the
student’s private material on the SWC, as well as leisure applications and
programs. A student might have a regular web browser here, if he/she prefers
their use for private matters instead of the SuperSearch.

Although the contents of this area are not visible to the administrators of
the system, they can set restrictions in the type of applications and programs
that are allowed to be installed, as well as limit the storage space. Internet
content filters may also apply, as the device is used in school network. This
section can and should be locked during class-time, just in the same manner
as the use of mobile phones or other non-school related material is prohibited
during lectures.

Subject spaces Each subject has an own ’classroom’ that includes all mate-
rial related to that subject. These subject spaces can be customised by the
teacher according to the exact components that are used in the course. Com-
ponents might include educational applications and software, digital text-
books, online resources such as wikis, link collections, multimedia, and tools
for creating more content. These content tools should include a smart ed-
itor for text and figures, which takes input from keyboard and stylus, and
supports collaborative editing.
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When a subject area is active, Navibar will be in tool state and view Schedule,
Portfolio, Mail and Progress tools. These tools give access to the informa-
tion related to the active subject from their respective spaces. For example,
communications generated on Mail tool while using a specific Subject space
will get tagged to that subject in the Mailroom (if not untagged by the user).
When in the specific Subject space, the Mail tool views the communications
from Mailroom that are tagged with that specific subject. Same applies for
Schedule notes and entries with respect to ScheduleBook. All assignment
material and saved documents generated in a Subject space will get tagged
to that subject in PortfolioStudio, and can be displayed and manipulated
from the specific Subject space with the Portfolio tool.

The Hall link in Navibar will leave the Subject space, and change the active
space to Hall, and when returning, the state of the Subject space will be
unchanged from the previous use. The virtual school does not have cleaners,
and therefore books left open on the desks will stay open in the same place
until next day!

Depending on the course structure in the school, a Subject space can contain
several subspaces belonging to different courses under that one subject. For
example, the History space displayed in the blueprint of the Hall can be a
’corridor’ to different History courses. The main idea is that the Subject
spaces respond to the courses the student is attending at the moment, and
therefore a subject can be an analogy to a course. When a course is fin-
ished, it is removed from the blueprints to make room for next set of courses.
Depending on the data storage provided to each student and school policy,
the contents or part of contents of a course can be archived in the student
profile so that they can be retrieved in later phase on the SWC. If the school
does not want to support this, the student can always store the contents on
a private external memory.

At a lecture, the teacher can distribute new material straight to the students’
SWCs. For example, teacher can send the students a link that opens up on
top of the other contents of the Subject space, still allowing the student
to conduct in note taking or other independent activities. If the teacher
wants the students’ full attention to an activity, the document shared can
take over the full screen, allowing only specific tools to be used. See the
example scenario ”Lecture” in Section 5.2.1 Use cases. This way the student
computers extend the interactive whiteboard.

Mailroom The Mailroom is the student’s personal communication centre in
the virtual school. It is an e-mail client, school notice board, address book,
chat/school instant messenger, discussion forum and call center all in one.
School notice board is the administration’s tool to communicate important
events et cetera to the students. The notice board is also connected to the
ScheduleBook. It can present the communications based on a contact person,
a communication type, date, study subject or other preference. The com-
munications can be tagged to specific subjects or as private. When tagged
private, the contents are moved to the Locker’s private communication client,
and cease to exist in Mailroom.

ScheduleBook ScheduleBook is the student’s personal time manager. Schedule-
Book combines subject schedules, calendar, time planner, booking of meet-
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ings with teachers and staff, personal tasks and due-date-markers. Some of
the content is auto-generated, such as the due-date markers and schedule.
Others can be created and manipulated by the student, teachers and the
school administration. The objects in the ScheduleBook can be tagged. The
ScheduleBook does keep the private tagged markings in the ScheduleBook,
due to convenience reasons. For example if a student at English class is
discussing a time for a group work meeting, it is important to see even the
private errands to avoid double booking.

PortfolioStudio PortfolioStudio is comparable with the old fashioned school
desk, or more newly, a file system, where all the work is saved. The portfolio
can be organized according to the tags: subject context, date, collaboration
partners, state of the document (draft, submitted, etc) or other relevant. All
the documents that are saved or submitted in the different Subject spaces
are tagged accordingly, and appear in the PortfolioStudio. Assignments and
documents tagged private are moved to the Locker, and cease to exist in
PortfolioStudio.

ProgressBar The ProgressBar is the space for observing the student’s study
progress. The results and progress the student is making can be visualized
in various ways, strategies for study techniques can be offered and alarms
can be set for changing trends in the student’s progress. Exam results and
grades from courses can be summarized or displayed separately or graphed
over time. The contents are auto-generated based on the grades and markings
the teachers register in the system.

Settings All user settings are inside the space called Settings. Some level of
settings, such as layout of specific spaces and placement of some tools, are
available for the student. Higher level settings require an administration key,
and should be manipulated through the school network.

Externals This is the connection central of the SWC. Because the SWC is aimed
to be highly connective, and therefore the space called Externals manages
the drives and ports of the device. Apart from other user settings, network
and device settings are located here.

Help Help is the interactive user guide inside the system.

Tools are found in the Navibar, which is floating on top of other contents.

Tools

The icons in the Navibar (See Figure 5.6) function either as links or tools. Below are the
descriptions of the tools.

Progress While Navibar is in tool mode, i.e. the active space is a Subject space,
Progress is the tool that views the contents of ProgressBar tagged to this
specific subject. See ProgressBar for details.

While Navibar is in link mode, i.e. the active space being other than a
Subject space, Progress icon functions as a link to the ProgressBar.

Mail While Navibar is in tool mode, i.e. the active space is a Subject space,
the communication tools in Mailroom are available through this Mail tool,
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Figure 5.6: The symbols of the tools/links on the Navibar: Portfolio, Schedule, Mail,
Progress, Hall, Supersearch and Keyboard
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Figure 5.7: An early draft of Mail tool floating on top of other subject content.

but only for the parts that apply for the specific subject. All the communica-
tions created with Mail is automatically tagged to the specific subject in the
Mailroom. See Mailroom for details. Figure 5.7 illustrates the Mail tool on
top of a Subject space. Note that this is an early mok-up design, and lacks
most of the functionality described for Mail and Mailroom.

While Navibar is in link mode, i.e. the active space being other than a
Subject space, Mail icon functions as a link to the Mailroom.

Schedule While Navibar is in tool mode, i.e. the active space is a Subject
space, the time management tools of ScheduleBook are available through
the Schedule tool, but only for the parts that apply for the specific subject.
All the manipulation of the Schedule is automatically tagged to the specific
subject in the ScheduleBook. See ScheduleBook for details.

While Navibar is in link mode, i.e. the active space being other than a
Subject space, Schedule icon functions as a link to the ScheduleBook.

Portfolio While Navibar is in tool mode, i.e. the active space is a Subject space,
the contents of PortfolioStudio are available through the Portfolio tool, but
only for the parts that apply for the specific subject. All new saved docu-
ments, submissions and changes to existing documents are logged and saved
in PortfolioStudio, and tagged to the specific subject. See PortfolioStudio
for details.

While Navibar is in link mode, i.e. the active space being other than a
Subject space, Portfolio icon functions as a link to the PortfolioStudio.

SuperSearch This is the ultimate research and information tool in the SWC.
It corresponds to the traditional school library, but in digital form and much
more efficient. Different search terms can be used, restricting the search
for example to certain entities (the student’s own PortfolioStudio/subject
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Figure 5.8: Keyboard in writing task

literature/school network/Internet), dates or people. All material on the
student’s personal user account is searchable except for the ones in the Locker.

SuperSearch is also used as web browser for school work. It has similar func-
tions, such as search history, link database, and favorites. As SuperSearch
is aimed for school work related use, special filters can apply that target in
restricting leisure use.

Keyboard The virtual keyboard can be hidden or made visible from the Navibar.
As a default output it uses the last active text field that is visible to the user.
The active text field can be changed by touching the preferred one. The
keyboard also has a button that hides it. When visible, keyboard is always
on float on top of all the other contents. See Figure 5.8.

Hall link The Hall icon is a link always visible, and navigates back to the Hall
screen.

5.2.5 Technology assumptions

Future touch display

An assumption regarding the display solution, is that in the future there will be a range
of ”green screens”: power efficient, sunlight readable, environment sensing displays, that
possibly have several modes (can be automatic) for different tasks performed. An example
is the LCD E-paper display by PixelQi, that has a backlit standard LCD mode and another
power efficient, paper-like contrast e-paper mode. This screen is in production and sold in
several laptops with common brands while this paper is in print, and PixelQi promises a
power consumption of 1/4 to 1/2 compared to a standard LCD display on market today
[27]. They also claim to have competitive prices at the moment, and being able to cut the
price of a laptop display to 1/3 of todays price in the near future.

The display is also multitouch sensitive, preferable with haptic capabilities, such as
vibration feedback to touch.
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Data storage and processing in the cloud

An assumption, with clear marks at the BETT Show (see Section 2.4.1 Bett Show) of being
the direction schools are choosing, is the movement towards cloud computing model. The
personal computing clients are getting thinner while the processing power and data is stored
in remote servers. This cloud computing model does not need to use external clouds, but
the servers can be school specific or school district specific and therefore relatively local.
The benefit of the cloud approach is that the student client needs only minimal processing
capacity, and only working memory. I am assuming a solution similar to zero client, which
streams the user interface, programs and applications from the school server to the computer
via login to the school network.

While data chips are getting smaller and capability to store data will keep on increasing,
better back-up systems for the large server systems will be available will be available.

Network that never fails

Another assumption is that the network does not fail, that in near future we do not have
to worry about breaches in network connections, but they can be assumed to work in any
conditions. The back-up systems to the school network and servers will be so high class that
students will not even notice a power outage. Because the device is a learning device and
mainly aimed for school work, managing breaches outside school network can be omitted.

5.2.6 Accessibility, security, integrity and other issues

The accessibility aspects that were considered are the customization of some interface objects
according to the user’s handedness and abilities. The virtual keyboard and the Navibar can
be dynamically moved so that they do not hinder sight of the screen when pointing at them,
for example a left-handed student wants to have them on different side than a right-handed.
Students with disabilities are not considered specially in this study, but should be considered
in future work. With the possibility to specify the general size of text and icons, along with
the integration of speech interface will enable even students with slight sight loss to use the
device. Also with some adjustments of the interface and interaction modes, the product
could be customized for students with disabilities and special requirements.

The zero approach prevents the students from installing their own software to the com-
puter and getting distracted from their studies. Every tool needed for the schoolwork is
available through the school network. In this way the student clients are less prone to catch
malware and viruses. This could be an issue to some older students, who might think that
they are being patronized and their integrity is insulted. Then again the whole point is
to provide a school work tool, and in that case any activity not required for conducting in
school work does not belong to this computer.

While the leisure applications along with web browsers are located in the Locker, that
can be locked during lecture time, the SuperSearch is active in Subject space mode, and
regardless of filters, it offers distraction from school work for the one who seeks for it. To
fight this, the teacher can restrict the active items allowed for the Subject space during the
lecture. See scenario ”Lecture” in Section 5.2.1 Use cases.

Teachers have viewing access to student’s files only in their teaching subjects, as well
as full and exclusive access to the student-teacher annotation layer for corrections, marking
and comments, which student only can view but not modify. The administrators can access
the students’ full profile (except for the Locker, which is always private), but this should be
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regulated by some policy of need-to-know-basis, in order to ensure privacy of the accounts
and the students’ integrity.

5.3 Focus group feedback

”This would help our studies a great deal!” - a member of the focus group about
the School Work Computer concept.

In order to better understand the needs and attitudes of the target group for this concept
computer, a focus group was summoned. The focus group consisted of two first year senior
high school students. The session took about two hours time and included the following:

For starting off, the students got to tell about the extent to which they were using
technology in school work at present. After this discussion, they were introduced to more
digital education tools (the ones presented in Chapter 3 of this report). They expressed
their familiarity with IWB that they had used at junior high school, but they were quite
unfamiliar with the rest. For ten minutes time they were asked to brainstorm functions
and uses for a student computer, and they produced some ideas presented below. After a
discussion they were introduced the concept design of SWC. Also the interface mock-up was
revealed, and they were asked to describe their first impressions and their interpretation of
the graphics and features. They were asked to test the interactive parts of the mock-up and
give feedback. The session was finished with a discussion involving general feedback, ideas
and impressions about the concept.

All senior high students in Ume̊aare provided laptops by their school, which uses a
content management system called Fronter. According to these students the computers are
used only for writing, note-taking, storing documents, uploading assignments, accessing few
web resources and some special graphics manipulation tasks. Mainly all education is still
based on physical books and power-point lectures. Instead of reducing the amount of things
to carry, the introduction of laptops has increased the load: now students drag around the
same amount of books plus a laptop. The only reduction seems to be notebooks or folders
for papers because their annotations and notes are now digital.

What the focus group members liked about the laptop was the fact that all their files
and documents were conveniently in one place, accessible for them on the laptop. Also they
highlighted the fact that their hands were not aching of writing while they could type on
keyboard instead of using a pen. What they considered negative, was the lack of sufficient
tools with different input styles integrated. When making notes at lecture, they were often
required to draw figures. As they use a text processor program for writing, they had to
open a drawing software, copy and past the graphics to the text document, and in case of
any changes (teachers were claimed to make changes often), they had to juggle between the
two softwares and copy/paste the drawings back and forth. Also they admitted to leisure
surfing at lecture time, which they said almost all students did, now that they had laptops.

The students warmly welcomed the idea of a computer designed especially for school
work. One of the first responses was that it would inhibit the leisure web browsing or
playing games during lecture time, to which they commented: ”If you get a chance to do
something more fun than listening to the teacher, of course you take that chance”. They as-
sumed that some students might at first oppose to the idea of restricting their freedom, but
at the same time they would understand it is for their best. The focus group participants ex-
pressed their wish that more learning resources would be digital, and they were enthusiastic
about educational applications, digital textbooks and other digital learning material. They
expressed their interest to the possibilities that digital media offer for visualizing complex
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data. They liked the instant feedback aspect of both CRSs as well as interactive quizzes and
other similar applications. They had used some interactive quiz tools online at language
lectures, and wished that more subject teachers would utilize similar resources.

The focus group session was held in Swedish as that was the native language of the
students involved. All the material in this section is freely translated from the discussion
and the notes in Swedish, that form Appendix A.

Input of brainstorming and general feedback

The student’s ideas from the brainstorming session about functions for a study computer:

– ”Math: Calculator&math book on computer, help for making graphs and notes”

– ”Languages: Possibility to do exercises (similar to language exercises online) on com-
puter, polls and quizzes”

– ”Music: Possibility to record and manipulate music, attach different instruments to a
computer and and combine and manipulate the sounds, evaluate”

– ”Physics: Aid to register the weight, size etc of objects. Also it would be very usable
to have formula books on computer, in order to search for methods of calculating
different properties, and the program could simulate this”

– ”Chemistry: Scanning different subject matters straight in to computer. This would
be handy for manipulating and studying them.”

General comments and feedback for the concept design:

– The students appreciated the thought of having the computer only for schoolwork,
and that the personal area that could contain less limited internet access, social media
tools and other leisure activities, could be locked during class time in order to keep
their focus in the studies.

– They thought it very important that they get to take the computer with them home,
as the individual writing assignments most often are done outside school hours.

– The students thought it important that each student can customize their computer
somehow, as this would make it feel more personal and give extra value to the device.

– Multitouch interface was very much appreciated, the students though the manipulation
of objects to be natural and intuitive with fingers (To be noted: the mock-up was
presented on a tablet laptop with single touch capability, but the aspects of multitouch
were discussed). The application of virtual keyboard was much liked, but stylus got
less enthusiasm. Stylus was preferred only for drawing and marking purposes.

– Idea of large screen area (with multitouch interface) was liked, for as long as it would
be possible to fold or in another way make smaller and more compact for carrying. In
compact mode, any size smaller than the regular laptop was appreciated.

– Browsing through pages in a document should be done just like flipping pages in a
physical book. They suggested ’piling up’ documents when multiple sources are open,
and function to quickly browse through them to find a specific one. The last one used
highest up on the pile. (Author’s clarification: When multiple artiles/files open, they
would be piled loosely on top of each other. The top one would be fully visible, and
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the others visible from the side. Browsing sideways through the ’piled’ documents
would make each of them visible at time, similar to cover flow on Apple iTunes, or
browsing through open applications on Windows 7.)

– The idea of Progress section, where they could see how they are doing with their
studies, was appreciated. They thought visualizing the study progress would be a
motivational factor for students.

– A search function that could reach information on computer, the school network, as
well as internet, was highly appreciated. When introduced the idea of no specific web
browser, but instead this search function, they though it would be appropriate for
school work.

– The students had not used collaborative tools such as collaborative word processors,
but when explained, they liked the idea.

– The idea of having tags for documents and files, which would be used for filtering
contents for different purposes, was appreciated.

– They liked the idea of thin/ zero client, and that computers could be switched between
users while profile and personal contents are on an external server.

– They did recognise the icons and symbols of the interface correctly, but did suggested
a switch in the interface design between what was called Home (leisure content) and
Personal area (the settings): renaming the Home to Settings, having all settings there,
and moving the leisure contents under the Personal area. (This change was urgently
considered and took place, see Section 5.2.4 Interface Components)
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Chapter 6

Discussion

Based on the background and literature studies it is clear that while digitalising education
and the educational tools is on a good way, the situation with student computers is prob-
lematic. Various requirements of prestanda and usability meet the financial constraints.
Part of the problem is that either the focus is in wrong kind of products, or there are no
sufficient candidates. It is surprising, that although other aspects of educational technology
market bloom with customized products designed for educational use, few companies offer
computers customised for student. And out of the few examples found, only one has an
operative system built around the theme of studying. Surprisingly enough, this computer
- One Laptop Per Child’s XO laptop - is the cheapest one on the market. This proves
the point that good technology does not have to be expensive, even if it is meaningful and
designed especially for the purpose.

The School Work Computer concept (SWC), resulting of this study and described in the
previous chapter, is designed with the student in focus. Although some of the techniques
listed for the device are slightly futuristic, for example the fail proof school network with
huge centralized servers carrying all the processing power and storage are still waiting for
tomorrow, the system and the interface design could be utilized today.

The SWC was designed with the usability goals and Norman’s interaction design prin-
ciples in mind. In the level of theory, the design principles are met. The functions of the
system are visible, and feedback is given instantly to different interactions. The system con-
straints the user from trying to use ”wrong” functions and due to the touch interface, there
is direct mapping relationship between controls and their effects. The system is consistent
within the rules it functions by, and designed to pose clear affordances to guide the user.
Concerning the usability goals, a fuller interactive prototype would be needed to measure
how well the goals are obtained. On the other hand, the scope of this project only allowed
for creating a conceptual model, and therefore the success of this concept is left for further
development to determine.

User involvement in the design process was unfortunately quite small. This was partly
a conscious decision, as the project was taking shape for a long time, and the priority was
the background study about educational technologies. On the other hand, when finally on
the road, the design process was quite fast due to the many ideas evaluated on paper during
the background study, and when the focus group of target users was needed, it took longer
time than estimated to gather. This is a good lesson for future work!

The definition of interaction design in this degree project report relies somewhat strongly
on the interpretation in Preece, Rogers and Sharp’s book ”Interaction Design: Beyond
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human-computer interaction”. This is a course book in many courses of interaction design
and human-computer interaction. The book has, however, received some criticisms from
some proponents of freer interaction design, claiming that they offer a limited view of inter-
action design. Preece et al are claimed to impose the HCI disciplines too readily on their
definition of interaction design, and therefore leaving little room for the innovative aspects
of interaction design.

My aim has been to study the human-computer interaction in the classroom, and how
technology can provide best tools for the students in their quest for knowledge. The digital
tools of education do require a critical studying, in the spirit that for example Becta and
Futurelab are working, in order to find the best tools for the students. Following usability
guidelines and focusing on the real needs of the users, a good chance is that the product
will fulfill its potential and benefit the users. The aspect of understanding the needs of the
user and the purpose of the product can not be stressed too much. No technology should
be used just for the sake of it.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

School and the way people learn have evolved greatly since the first schools about 5000
years ago [3]. The way people learn has always depended on the motivation for learning.
Today the students are encouraged to make a meaning out of what they learn, to process
the information, apply it and form the knowledge themselves. Technology does neither
offer any short-cuts nor can guarantee better study results, although it provides the learner
with many tools. These tools include wide access to sources of information, the tools of
visualizing complex concepts in ways that were never possible before, among other tools
that ease the small activities of learning.

Computers are entering the classrooms, and are there to stay. They have a clear purpose
in education: to be vessels of information that provide tools which enable and encourage the
students to create their knowledge. Therefore universal computing solutions such as regular
laptops will not suffice. The design of these computers must respond to the requirements
set forth by the task they are to do: they must be designed for school work.

However, the most important thing is for the pedagogics to evolve, and fuelled by the
new tools of learning develop and respond to the requirements of the society. The digital
learning tools used today to support education have vast potential, although unfortunately
in many cases this potential is not utilized. With good design practise and targeting usability
goals, better tools can be created. With them, managing to engage students to school work,
and managing to capture their attention, increases the possibilities to reach better learning
outcomes tremendously.
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Appendix A

Notes from the focus group
session (in Swedish)
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Fokusgruppmöte, anteckningar

Aktivitet A)  
Anteckningar från diskussion angående studenternas datorvana, användning av datorer i skolan 
och i inlärningssyfte

1) HUR MYCKET ANVÄNDER NI DATOR I SKOLAN?
- Alla har laptops som vi fick från skolan (gymnasiet)
- Böcker används som vanligt, men vi skriver och antecknar nu på datorn (svar till följefrågan om 
skolböcker) 

2) HUR KÄNNS DET? POSITIVT, NEGATIVT?
- Det känns bekvämt att ha alla filer i samma plats, praktisk för inlämning och uppladdning av uppgifter. Vi 
använder Fronter.
- Negativt är att det blir mycket annat surf, facebook osv på lektionstid. Har man liksom chansen så gör 

man det.

3) HAR NI INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARDS I KLASS?
- Nej, men vi hade dem i grundskolan/högstadiet

4) GÖR NI LÄXOR MED DATORN HEMMA? KÄNNS DET VIKTIGT ATT KUNNA TA DEN EMD SIG 
HEM?
- Ja absolut, när man ska skriva något. Måste kunna ta den med hem.

5) VILKA AKTIVITETER GÖR NI PÅ DATORN?
- Skriver, gör anteckningar på lektion
- Jag har gjort grafik-övningar i Photoshop. Och i NK (naturkunskap) gjorde vi en hastighetstest och mätte 
puls som vi loggade till datorn.
- Sen använder vi Excel, Word och söker webben.

Aktivitet B) 
Brainstorming, funktioner studenter föreslog för en elevdator

Matte 
- Miniräknare och mattebok på datorn
- Hjälpmedel till grafer och anteckningar

Språk-ämnen
- Kunna göra språkövningar via datorn
- Enkäter via datorn

Musik
- Spela in och göra om musiken
- Koppla alla instrument till en dator där de spelas upp

Fysik
- Hjälpmedel till att registrera olika föremåls tyngd, längd osv. Sen skulle det vara väldigt användbart att 
ha tex formelböcker i datorn så man bara kan söka på vad man ska räkna ut och sen visar programmet 
hur.

Kemi
- Kunna skanna in olika ämnen på något sätt i datorn. På så sätt skulle det vara lättare att hålla koll på 
och jämföra olika ämnen.


